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VOL. 6 mNo. 3
The Cyber Defense Review:
Ransomware’s Growing Impact
Colonel Jeffrey M. Erickson

W

elcome to the Summer 2021 edition of The Cyber Defense Review (CDR)
where you will find a collection of thought-provoking articles in this issue.

First, let us start with the elephant in the room: Ransomware. Ransomware has become a household name over the last year, with the frequency and scale of
the attacks increasing at an alarming rate. We hear almost weekly of a significant attack
affecting multiple organizations, both as primary targets and as downstream collateral
targets. The recent Colonial Pipeline shutdown and JBS’s meat processing plant disruptions demonstrated in very real terms the potential impacts of cyberattacks on large
portions of the American population. Clearly, the status quo is not working.
To address this issue, the Honorable Joe R. Reeder (former Under Secretary of the
Army) and United States Military Academy (USMA) Cadet Tommy Hall assess the implications of the Colonial Pipeline event and provide seven key lessons that the Nation must
address in their article: “Cybersecurity’s Pearl Harbor Moment: Lessons Learned from
the Colonial Pipeline Ransomware Attack.”
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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While ransomware is receiving most of the media’s
attention, our authors are also looking at other concerning trends and potential vulnerabilities worth
considering:

mSupply Chain Vulnerabilities: Captain Kyle Sulli-

van asks the very pertinent question: Is the Mission
Partner Environment (MPE) at risk due to equipment
manufactured by possible adversaries? If you have
concerns about NATO’s ability to achieve the
Federated Mission Network (FMN) and the United
States’ initiative to support it, you will find the article, “Risks to the Mission Partner Environment:
Adversarial Access to Host Nation Network Infrastructure,” riveting.

Colonel Jeffrey M. Erickson is the Director
of the Army Cyber Institute at the United States
Military Academy (USMA) located at West
Point, New York. As Director, COL Erickson
leads a 60-person, multi-disciplinary research
institute focused on expanding the Army’s
knowledge of the cyberspace domain. He
began his Army career as an Armor officer
before transitioning to the Simulation
Operations functional area, where for the
last 15 years, he has been using simulations
to train from the individual to the Joint and
Combatant Command levels. He has a B.S.
in Computer Science from the United States
Military Academy, an M.S. in Management
Information Systems from Bowie State
University, and an M.S. in National Resource
Strategy from the Eisenhower School
(formerly the Industrial College of the
Armed Forces). His fields of interest are
simulations for live-virtual-constructive
training, testing, and wargaming.

Information Warfare: Tobias Redington’s article “RT and the Element of Disguise: Russia’s Information Weapon,” highlights RT’s tactics
and techniques to build legitimacy while practicing
deception and mis/disinformation. He highlights
examples of the dishonest behavior and mis-directions of this organization and its success in simultaneously building a global audience. His article is
a call to action for Western governments and provides some possible options.

mRussian

mChina’s Approach to the Arctic: The Arctic is con-

tinuing to become a focus for future defense-related
issues. In his article, “China Arctic Cyber Espionage,” Emilio Iasiello assesses China’s approach to
the region, through investment, mineral rights, and
cyber espionage. Could this be setting the stage for
a “Polar Silk Road?”

Additionally, many of our authors propose new approaches to build capability, see ourselves, and approach complex problems:
Warfare: In the article, “Technology Adoption in Unconventional Warfare,” Sean
Pascoli and Dr. Mark Grzegorzewski propose using
the model of irregular and non-traditional forces

mUnconventional

|
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with cyber capabilities. Using methods such as employing cyber-capable irregular forces
and cyber-proxies to deny infrastructure and networks to adversaries while enabling access to allies. As they aptly point out: how do we change the risk aversion mindset that
enables proxies to conduct kinetic operations, yet will not enable actions in the cyber
domain? Using the Seven Phases of Unconventional Warfare, they describe some of the
actions UW forces could employ to support larger operations and strategic objectives.

mGame Theory: Hiram Henderson recommends the use of game theory to enable the Joint

planning process in his article “Cybered Competition, Cooperation, and Conflict in a Game
of Imperfect Information.” Drawing from the lessons learned from nuclear deterrence, he
provides some thoughts and planning considerations for a cyber-based approach.

mEnhancing PMESII: In

their article, “Combined Information Overlay for Situational
Awareness in the Digital-Anthropological Terrain: Reclaiming ‘Information’ for the Warfighter,” Dr. Zac Rogers and Dr. Emily Bienvenue provide a construct that combines the
familiar PMESII-PT (political, military, economic, social, information, infrastructure,
physical environment, and time) taxonomy with the lesser-known Digital Anthropological
Terrain (DAT) construct in a structured manner to inform decision-makers, and subsequently translate intent into action.

mCataloging Threats: In “Attack-Based Network Defense,” Major William North proposes

the adoption of a standardized and quantifiable methodology to catalog known and
unknown threat techniques to allow for better training, testing, synchronization, and incident response.

For those interested in expanding their understanding of artificial intelligence and robotics with respect to warfare, USMA Cadet Dylan Taylor and ACI’s Major Mark Lesak have provided a book review of Paul J. Springer’s Outsourcing War to Machines: The Military Robotics
Revolution. They highlight the use of examples from the history of warfare and the revolutions in military affairs as they relate to the future employment of these systems.
The CDR is fortunate to have the brilliant design team of Sergio Analco and Gina Daschbach
and world-class editors in Michelle Wallace, Dr. Jeff Morris, Courtney Gordon-Tennant, and
LTC Mark Visger supporting the journal. The West Point Class of ’70 Assistant Editors: Hon.
Joe R. Reeder, Dr. Bill Spracher, Chip Leonard, and Dr. Bill Lane enhance every CDR article
with their thought leadership and scholarly engagement. Again, thanks for joining us for the
Summer issue, and we look forward to continuing the discussion on these topics through
active engagement in the wider cyber community.
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Cybersecurity’s Pearl Harbor Moment:
Lessons Learned from the Colonial
Pipeline Ransomware Attack
The Honorable Joe R. Reeder
Cadet Tommy Hall

I

INTRODUCTION

n 2014, former NSA Deputy Director Chris Inglis prophetically observed that “if we
were to score cyber the way we score soccer, the tally would be 462-456 twenty minutes into the game, i.e., all offense.”[1] Recent events demonstrate that Inglis’ warning
is more urgent than ever, because our cyber defenses remain woefully inadequate.
The Washington Post titled a feature article on July 11, 2021: “Would the US really answer
cyberattacks with nuclear weapons?”[2] Even to broach this question would prompt a follow-up: Has the US undertaken every practicable effort it can make to insulate its assets
from cyberattacks? The discussion below explains why the answer is a resounding “No.”
On May 6, 2021, Colonial Pipeline was attacked by ransomware suspected to have originated in Eastern Europe or Russia,[3] allowing cyber criminals to penetrate a major utility
with significant impact on the entire US eastern seaboard’s economy. From the perspective
of vulnerability, the Colonial Pipeline attack was a significant wake-up call--a Pearl Harbor
moment for cybersecurity. Although Federal authorities eventually recovered $2.3 of the
$4.3 million ransom paid, the DarkSide hacking group still gouged a seven-figure bitcoin
profit. Headline news reported panic, social disruption, and a crippling lack of fuel delivery. This and other recent attacks referenced below highlight a serious and growing threat
to national security. As such, this article discusses two related issues: (1) how much, and
how, we as a nation must move to improve cyber defenses for critical infrastructure, and (2)
some of the lessons we must apply to protect against increasingly disruptive cyber threats,
with special focus on three aspects of cyber-security: protection and prevention, resilience
and recovery, and deterrence. As facts (and attacks) continue to unfold, each of these areas
can and should be the focus of deeper analysis.

The contribution of Cadet Tommy Hall is the work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
Foreign copyrights may apply.
© 2021 Joe R. Reeder
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As a general proposition, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) orients much more toward cyber
defense, while the Department of Defense (DoD) provides cyber offense. Yet our overall national policy remains quite uncoordinated, with several cyber “stovepipes” that have separate authorities and missions, for
example: DHS, Department of Justice (DOJ)/Federal
Bureaus of Investigation (FBI), DoD/US Cyber Command (CYBERCOM), NSA/Intelligence Community (IC).
These stovepipes render coordination ad hoc at best,
and more reactionary to cyber events as they arise.
The FY21 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA)
created a National Cyber Director to help correct this
weakness, but time now is of the essence.
Joe R. Reeder, a 1970 West Point graduate and
82nd Airborne Division soldier, served as the
Army’s 14th Under Secretary and Chairman
of the Panama Canal Commission (1993-97).
For the past 23 years he has been a leader and
senior shareholder in one of the world’s largest
international law firms, Greenberg Traurig, LLP,
with clients including public figures,
entertainers, and nations.

A Brief History of Ransomware Attacks in the
United States
On Friday, May 7, 2021, at 5:00 AM, a Colonial Pipeline employee found an electronic ransom note demanding millions of dollars in cryptocurrency.[4] Within seventy minutes of this discovery, Colonial Pipeline shut
down all 5,500 miles of its pipelines.[5] On June 2, 2021,
employees at JBS USA Holdings, Inc., one of the world’s
largest meat companies and a major beef supplier in
the US, awoke to find a similar message. The CEO made
the tough decision to pay $11 million in ransom.[6] Less
than a day later, the ferry service that shuttles sightseers to Martha’s Vineyard met the same fate. Along
these same lines, even a global pandemic did not deter
malicious actors from targeting facets of everyday life,
from tourism to lifesaving medicines.[7]
While it is partially true that ransomware hackers began with low-profile targets and grew bolder over time,
public health researchers may have been the first ransomware victims. In 1989, Joseph Popp, a Harvard-educated evolutionary biologist, delivered floppy disks to
twenty thousand researchers worldwide that purported to include an informational program pertaining to
AIDS.[8] This elaborate ruse succeeded in infiltrating
researchers’ networks and encrypting their files, and
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Popp’s floppy disks demanded a fee for decryption.
These initial ransomware attacks amounted to urgent
messages and encrypted files in exchange for money, or
“scareware” that bombarded computers with pop-ups
and urgent messages such as “SECURITY WARNING!”[9]
Computer operator victims, upon closing the warnings,
found their files encrypted. The goal of such pioneer
ransomware hacks mirrors the Colonial Pipeline attacker’s: strangle the victim until it pays the ransom to
unlock captive files.

Tommy Hall, a West Point senior, focuses
his research on China, including how
historical concepts of nationalism influences
contemporary interstate relations, domestic
politics, and Communist Party legitimacy.
His other interests include US cybersecurity,
refugees, and human rights policies. As a
Stamps Scholar, Chinese language major,
and West Point policy debater, Cadet Hall
hopes to use his expertise to build diverse,
interdisciplinary teams willing to tackle the
complex challenges that intersect national
security and human rights in the 21st century.

Ransomware has become increasingly common and
hard to defend against. Ransomware attackers can look
for any vulnerability across a vast array of targets, exploit it, and extract a ransom. This general strategy is
what makes ransomware, at its core, an opportunistic
attack. Effectively thwarting it requires either defending every target (an unworkable solution) or undercutting the business model itself by exponentially raising
financial costs. The US Government (USG) faces similar
challenges with general cybersecurity. What is different with ransomware is that it is intentionally disruptive – a far cry from traditional attacks that prioritize
stealthy and long-term network penetrations over all
other considerations.
Both the number and magnitude of ransomware demands have exploded over the past decade. In 2015,
the FBI estimated the US suffered a thousand daily ransomware attacks, a statistic that quadrupled by 2016[10].
A December 2019 USG report cited nearly a thousand
ransomware attacks targeting a range of victims, from
pipelines to schools to hospitals.[11] Accurate statistics
on ransomware and other cyber-attacks remain elusive,
in part due to lack of any standardized statistics that
consolidate existing estimates, and, because, as discussed more fully below, the US is yet to commit to a nationwide, collective “buy-in” to the benefits of real-time
reporting and cooperation with government cyber institutions. Similar to Dr. Anthony Fauci’s efforts to motivate 100 percent COVID-19 vaccinations, catalyzing
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2020 Global
Cyberattack Trends
CYBERSECURITY’S PEARL HARBOR MOMENT

cybersecurity “buy-in” is essential. By some accounts, literally millions of ransomware attacks
5.6 Billion
3.8 Million
4.8 Trillion
81.9 Million
304.6 Million
Million
go unreported,
but theseENCRYPTED
estimates
vary
wildly and
many
are based
on one-off,56.9
educated
guessMALWARE
INTRUSION
CRYPTOJACKING RANSOMWARE
IoT
ATTACKS
THREATS
ATTEMPTS
ATTACKS
ATTACKS
ATTACKS
es at best. See for example, Figure 1 below, which reports the number of global ransomware
attacks during 2020 at 304.6 million.[13]

-43%
+4%

+20%

+28%

+62%

+66%

Year-Over-Year Change, 2019-2020
As a best practice, SonicWall routinely optimizes its methodologies for data collection, analysis and reporting. This includes improvements to data
cleansing, changes in data sources and consolidation of threat feeds. Figures published in previous reports may have been adjusted across different time
periods, regions or industries.

Figure 1. 2020 Global Cyberattack Trends Report by SonicWall

Without granulating based on the size of the victimized business, the average of all ransom
demands by one account grew from a few thousand dollars in 2018 to $200,000 in 2020.[14]
5 | 2021 SonicWall Cyber Threat Report | 2020 Global Cyberattack Trends
Hacker methods also have become far more sophisticated and often are timed to strike victims
when they are most vulnerable and least able to survive interrupted operations (e.g., hitting
schools in August and accounting firms during tax season).[15] The global pandemic gave hackers a golden opportunity to inundate emergency services and struggling businesses. For example, the strike on Universal Health Services and its chain of over 400 hospitals, on September
27, 2020, was the largest-ever medical cyber-attack in the US. The New York Times’s top cyber
expert, Nicole Perlroth, in her superbly researched book underscores the disturbing rise of
cyberattacks experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic.[16]
The White House has attributed the rapid expansion and professionalization of ransomware
operations partly to cryptocurrencies’ unregulated growth.[17] Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, while highly volatile, enhance operational security for money-laundering and ransom
pay-offs. Cryptocurrency facilitates ransomware operations by shielding exchanges not tied
to or controlled by a central bank, thereby cloaking digital ransom payments in anonymity.
[18]
Transactions are recorded on a public ledger but are not brokered by a middleman witness to the identity of either party.[19] Nor are offshore cryptocurrency exchanges governed by
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anti-money-laundering laws, such as the US “know your customer” (KYC) laws,[20] that penalize
those who facilitate financial transactions that facilitate crime.[21]
Many, if not most, of the recent high-profile attacks against the US were perpetrated by
Russia-linked cyber-criminal organizations, and cryptocurrencies help conceal them from US
intelligence and law enforcement. While the Kremlin’s denials no longer seem plausible, Russia persists in fiercely denying any coordination, for example, with the DarkSide group or
REvil. Whether or not our intelligence community still lacks conclusive proof as to any specific
criminal, Eastern European- and Russian-based cyber-criminal syndicates continue to target
US public and private entities with impunity and have yet to face meaningful repercussions.[22]
Assessment of Critical Infrastructure Defense Progress
Not until 2018 did the DoD designate protecting “US critical infrastructure from malicious
cyber activity that alone, or as part of a campaign, could cause a significant cyber incident,”[23]
as a top cyberspace priority. Presidential Policy Directive 41 (PPD-41) defined a significant
cyber incident as one conducted through a computer network likely to harm national security,
foreign relations, and/or the US economy, and its definition also includes threats to civil liberties, public confidence, and public health and safety of US citizens.[24]
PPD-41 is a good start, but the US remains far short of its full potential to defend key infrastructure from crippling cyber-attacks, even after devoting a laudable, if not gargantuan,
budget to this goal ($17.4 billion spent on cybersecurity-related activities in FY2020 alone).[25]
The DoD has no statutory authority to “protect” critical domestic infrastructure, yet received
$8-10 billion of this total. About $2 billion went to DHS’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Administration (CISA), the agency statutorily charged with assisting to protect domestic
critical infrastructure. Wholly aside from the resource allocation, obviously more must be done
to prevent novice[26] criminals from being able to cripple the flow of gasoline over 5,000 miles
of pipeline that supplies 45 percent of fuel along the entire East Coast for over a week.[27] More
sophisticated criminals mounted a multi-country assault that threatened our food supply with
the JBS ransomware attack.[28] Both Colonial Pipeline and JBS restored operations relatively
quickly but not before paying multi-million dollar ransoms to criminals. These incidents also
panicked millions of Americans and laid bare our nation’s stark vulnerability and lack of resilience.
In the June 8, 2021 hearing on the Colonial Pipeline attack, Chairman Gary Peters of the US
Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs reflected the fears of the
American public and the defense community in his questioning of the company’s CEO: “Mr.
Blount, I am glad your company continues to recover from this malicious attack and that the
FBI was able to recover millions of dollars in ransom pay, but I am alarmed that this breach
ever occurred in the first place and that communities from Texas to New York suffered as a result.”[29] Mr. Blount explained that, “we responded swiftly to the attack itself and to the disruption that the attack caused … We reached out to federal authorities within hours of the attack
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and since that time we have found them to be true allies as we’ve worked quickly and safely to
restore and secure our operations.”[30]
This exchange reveals two truths that the American public, the USG, and critical infrastructure owners must face. First, cybersecurity weaknesses continue to make our country’s infrastructure vulnerable to attack. In our increasingly interconnected world, cybersecurity vulnerability manifests itself in more disruptive economic costs, to the point of posing a credible
threat to national economic stability. Second, the best, and perhaps only, corrective actions
will require effective, real-time collaboration, from ground-level analysts up to senior management, among federal, state, and local governments, and, equally importantly, with the full
participation of our private sector. The private sector manages up to 85 percent of all critical US
infrastructure,[31] yet the bulk of the country’s vital infrastructure does not receive the corporate and USG resources needed to defend against cyber criminals. That being stated, resources
alone are not enough. Long-term success will require strong, focused USG leadership that is
able to motivate a strong sense of urgency, and that provides clear and executable guidance,
and collaboration with the private sector, characterized by genuine, two-way trust that rewards
both sides with sharing of sensitive information in real time, specifically as to (a) strict adherence to basic cyber hygiene, (b) identification of all vulnerabilities,[32] (c) reporting of attacks,
(d) coordinated response to such attacks, and (e) prompt sharing of evolving best practices.
Notwithstanding anonymity guarantees and limited liability protection, voluntary sharing thus
far has failed. The key public policy question we now face is not whether to require the sharing
of information (through reporting), but rather, how to require information, and from whom.
LESSONS THE NATION MUST TAKE TO HEART
1. Start with Adhering to Cybersecurity Basics.
While there are no silver-bullet solutions to ransomware, three basic cybersecurity ground
rules must always be followed: (1) require multi- or two-factor authentication (2FA); (2) integrate segmentation into cyber systems; and (3) adhere to routine “patch-Tuesday” industry- standard practices.[33] Sadly, Colonial Pipeline exemplifies one of many avoidable attacks
in which the criminal organization exploited the company’s lack of safeguards, specifically
2FA. While hardly a panacea safeguard against hacker penetration, 2FA would have prevented this one.[34] Using a single password obtained from the dark web to log into a VPN account
connected to Colonial Pipeline’s network, DarkSide hackers exploited the absence of this
basic 2FA cybersecurity must.[35] One obvious lesson for Colonial Pipeline is clear: “Never
again” violate any of the three cardinal hygiene basics.
In defending against malicious cyber-actors, both government and private sector players
must adhere rigorously to all cybersecurity fundamentals. Along with embedding these cybersecurity basics, we also must establish simple digital literacy about commonly used network infiltration tactics for everyone having any role in protecting critical infrastructure.
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Moreover, even after solid digital literacy and safeguards are in place, periodic audits and
testing are essential.
Seasoned cyber experts also agree that most of China’s and Russia’s offensive cyber capabilities would die in the cradle if the US adhered to the three basic cybersecurity protocols.[36]
These protocols will help protect against not only less sophisticated, non-state-sponsored
cyber-attacks, but also near-peer nations that are armed with some of the world’s more advanced hacking capabilities. On what was a more sophisticated operation calling for the
immediate shut down of servers, The Washington Post on July 3, 2021 reported what it termed
the largest non-nation state supply-chain ransomware attack ever, affecting over hundreds
of businesses using managed IT services. The hackers armed themselves with two different
ransom notes that demanded $50,000 of smaller firms and $5 million from larger ones.[37]
This report also noted the rise of “hackers’ band[ing] together and form[ing] cybercriminal gangs to extort…payment,” gangs that begin by exploiting basic vulnerabilities before
launching more sophisticated tactics.[38]
2. Protect the Nation’s Critical Infrastructure by Elevating the USG’s Aspirational
Private-Public Partnership (PPP) as a Top Priority.[39]
Federal officials reportedly criticized Colonial Pipeline for not immediately involving CISA
in post-attack investigation efforts,[40] revealing problems with collaboration and information
sharing between the USG and private firms.[41] The roles and missions of the many involved
USG agencies must be clarified so that infrastructure operators fully understand reporting
protocols and ongoing collaboration.[42]
In contrast to CISA’s reported frustrations, other agencies applauded Colonial Pipeline’s
close coordination.[43] On June 3, 2021, the DOJ formed the Ransomware and Digital Extortion
Task Force in order to help centralize federal law enforcement efforts in combatting such cyber-attacks.[44] Within days after its launch, this Task Force seized 63 of the 75 bitcoins Colonial
Pipeline paid to DarkSide as ransom, recovering over $2 million.[45] JBS paid nearly three times
that ransom with no funds yet recovered. The FBI attributes the 3-country JBS attack to REvil,
a far more sophisticated ransomware hacker than DarkSide.[46] Given the assets the USG can
bring to bear, cyber-attacks almost always should trigger immediate federal agency reporting
and cooperation.
Few seriously question the US prowess as a cyber trailblazer, but recent ransomware
attacks demonstrate an abject failure so far to achieve critical private-public partnership
(PPP) policy goals spelled out almost two decades ago in the National Strategy to Secure
Cyberspace. This seminal cyber policy statement explained why protecting critical, Internet-connected infrastructure systems is impossible without a strong PPP.[47] A decade later,
the Obama administration adopted the framework now in use to enhance PPPs—a voluntary
partnership model that enunciates overlapping but also distinct goals for commercial cybersecurity and national security.[48]
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The current voluntary PPP model continues to leave the US vulnerable, so the USG must consider complementing a better PPP with select mandated standards that appear to be working
well for certain US allies. A good starting point might be to take a hard look at the insurance
industry, that as of April 2021 was exposed to a $1 trillion in cyber insurance policy limits.[49]
Unlike car insurance, cyber insurance thus far is voluntary. Making it mandatory, at least for
certain critical companies, is a common sense step forward. The excellent, April 2021 Ransomware Task Force Report commissioned by the Institute for Security & Technology (IST)
highlights the rapidly evolving role now played by privately placed cyber insurance. Less than
15% of global organizations have cyber insurance today, (including about 1/3 of all large US
companies).[50] About 20 of the largest insurers dominate this market, and the (a) rising premiums, (b) coverage restrictions, and (c) more stringent underwriting requirements in the
marketplace are quite telling. In a very positive way, these changes can and should lead to seismic shift among companies exposed to ransomware in terms of investment and vigilance.[51]
In addition, some insurers have close connections with national and global law enforcement to
facilitate the data-sharing and threat intelligence.[52]
Nicole Perlroth notes that several of the world’s more digitized countries seem nowhere near
as vulnerable to cyber-attack as the US.[53] She criticizes as wrong-headed US Chamber of Commerce lobbyists who complain that even voluntary standards are too onerous for private sector
operators of our nation’s critical infrastructure, and cites as proof several studies of the Scandinavian countries, Norway in particular (the world’s fifth most digitized country), and Japan.[54]
She urges the need for laws with “real teeth” that, in addition to the three cyber hygiene basics, mandate immediate replacement of antiquated and/or unsupported software. Perlroth
also commends Norway’s annual revisit and update of its 2003 national cybersecurity strategy,
noting that Japan does the same with its “remarkably detailed” cybersecurity policies first
established in 2005.[55]
Developing a much more integrated, effective PPP solution presents basic challenges, but
none that are insurmountable. First, while profit-oriented private corporations are fully incentivized to pay what it takes to secure their own cyberinfrastructure, only the federal government can be expected to invest the time, effort, and resources that will secure the entire national security ecosystem, particularly against nation-sponsored adversaries. Vaughan Grant,
former policy manager of the Australian Army’s cyber operations, observed that “the social
benefits derived from cybersecurity for critical infrastructure do not readily translate into economic benefits.”[56] Colonial Pipeline and JBS executives would probably agree that effectively
safeguarding their operations with no governmental support would be cost-prohibitive. The
public’s cybersecurity needs obviously are not driven by the profitability of any one or more
companies, which is why the federal government’s role in the PPP team is essential.
Second, information sharing between private industries and the USG remains largely left
up to private industry owner discretion.[57] Absent company permission, USG agencies cannot
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properly access network information to assist corporate efforts that lessen vulnerabilities to
attack, and/or otherwise help respond post-attack.[58] Again, what is now voluntary should
become mandatory, with crystal clear ground rules as to what entities and what information
must be reported, and to whom. Even if the USG worked much harder at the never-ending
challenge of earning, and then holding, the trust of corporate America, “voluntary” may
never work effectively. Nor do we have the luxury of time in which to experiment. The USG
must take the lead, first by creating a clear and easily executable standard operating procedure with private sector partnership. The USG also must work to ensure that PPP “sharing”
procedures do not compromise (a) security classifications, (b) competitive market realities,
or (c) international laws. While due to US intelligence laws and not public-private information sharing, the mid-2020 European Court of Justice decision, Schrems II, invalidated the
privacy shield after concluding that US law failed to protect data privacy.[59] Finally, and as
a further inducement for private sector involvement, the USG should provide incentives
(e.g., liability protection for those entities that have satisfied certain standards), and other
reasons to trust the USG. Otherwise, a tightly integrated level of real-time, meaningful information sharing will never happen.[60]
The Obama administration in 2013 with E.O. 13636 groped with a fundamental challenge
that still haunts the US—defining what constitutes truly critical infrastructure. Today eight
years later, the definition of critical infrastructure has become so broad and unwieldly as to be
meaningless. The Cyberspace Solarium Commission (CSC) sought to address this issue with
the term Systematically Important Critical Infrastructure (SICI). Legislation is sorely needed to
define this basic term. Lack of an accurate definition makes it literally impossible to determine
the benefits to, and the burdens of such entities—benefits and burdens that also are in sore
need of legislation. Also excluded in 2013 from E.O. 13636 was an effort to define was the IT
sector. The devastating December 20, 2020, SolarWinds attack, has no doubt taught us that
excluding IT as a protected SICI has left a glaring hole.[61] The USG cannot work closely with
all of the hundreds of thousands of US entities vulnerable to cyber-attack, the vast majority of
which are not truly critical, but we do need to get the definition right in order to protect what
is essential.
Without a disciplined, workable definition of SICI, PPP cybersecurity efforts today cannot
begin to build the essential high level of trust and integrated cooperation necessary. So, at
best, what we have is a piecemeal, post hoc division of labor once crises surface. At worst,
but still better than nothing, vaguely drawn, uncoordinated “boundaries” exist with respective
private-public players bumping into each other, dusting off, and walking away—two separate,
uncoordinated entities facing a common enemy without any collective plan of defense. The US
sometimes performs more optimally, but always must become the goal. To achieve that ideal,
a solid PPP must be developed with all SICI’s, and it must extend well beyond pre-crisis agreement on respective responsibilities, to include collaborative exchanges from the bottom up in
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each respective organization. The private sector can never shift all leadership responsibility to
the federal government and then assume a passive “observer” status, because the first line of
private-sector cybersecurity defense is, and will always be, the private sector that is privy to
information no one in the USG has. Defense of critical infrastructure requires focus on highly
collaborative and integrated partnership—the third of the three “Ps” in PPP. Serious leadership
challenges face both partners: corporate leaders must be receptive towards the USG, and the
USG must earn corporate confidence needed before gaining access to network and other highly
sensitive commercial information. The USG can prove with the reward of success why private
sector players should feel highly incentivized to collaborate fully, before, during, and following
cyberattacks. Yet, this leadership challenge is more than simply providing rewards and, if mishandled, can degrade trust.[62]
Deconfliction is important, as is effective division of effort, but public-private collaboration
at its best will require information sharing and task sharing without condition. Not always,
but often, the US IC collaboration with international partners provides good examples. Ideally, ground-level analysts openly share experiences, even including hunches and insights. It
should be likewise, with cybersecurity. Achieving this ideal will push us closer to 100 percent
need-to-know transparency at each echelon of PPP organizations. The intelligence community
may never allow 100 percent transparency, given the risk of compromising of sources, but to
preserve trust, that should be the goal.
A joint DHS-private sector collaborative research project showcases examples of what
should become our norm.[63] The Internet Security Alliance (ISA) independently singled out
two partnership programs that embodied cohesive PPP, judged as successful initiatives by
private industry and government: the CSRIC Working Group 4 program; and development of
the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.[64] Best practices include: continuous interaction among
key stakeholders constantly reinforced commitment to the partnership at all levels of the
chain of command; and agreed-upon resourcing and collaboration in all goal-setting phases
of operations.[64] The project also highlights the importance of trust-building among federal
agencies and private-sector leaders to the success of coalition forces and joint operations
among our military services. Ground-level trust among employees is also essential, since
many threats can and should be resolved where the rubber meets the road. After all, it was a
Colonial Pipeline control room operator who discovered the ransomware attack, not the CEO.
The USG has proven capability to build reliable and robust PPP teamwork, and greater USG
attention to use in cybersecurity is long overdue. The Colonial Pipeline attack caused elements of
the federal government and private industry to work hand-in-hand to mobilize available resources. Enemies and attack methods are improving dramatically. We are capable of meeting the task
of defending against increasingly sophisticated cyber threats, but not without prioritizing those
threats and resourcing our defenses with strong leadership that recognizes and fosters the trust
and collaboration needed to build a joint USG-private sector cybersecurity team.
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3. Improve Vigilance Across the PPP
The world watched a ransomware attack cripple the 5,000-mile East Coast pipeline and the
ensuing pandemonium at tens of thousands of gas stations. Despite USG assurances that the
fuel supply would swiftly return to normal, drivers panic-purchased gasoline (some even filling
large plastic bags with fuel), gas prices at some pumps reached levels not seen since 2008,[66]
then pumps ran dry at over 12,000 gas stations across the southeastern US as the panic-buying frenzy as consumers broadened their search radius for fuel. While only the first total shutdown of Colonial’s gasoline pipeline system in its 57-year history,[67] we must make it the last.
Throughout the Colonial Pipeline attack and ensuing chaos, malicious actors worldwide were
learning the economic and social costs that even immature hacking groups could cause. International adversaries, both revisionist and rogue states, observed firsthand how a single
cyber-attack caused panic and disruption to energy delivery in the US. To deter such criminal
activity successfully, we must ensure hacking groups can no longer expect to execute ransomware extortion operations with impunity and reap multi-million dollar payoffs. Secretary of
Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas put US ransomware losses over the past year at over
$350 million, along with a 300 percent increase in damages due to all cyber-attacks. Although
the Colonial Pipeline attack was partially thwarted, more experienced hackers from well-funded revisionist regimes such as Russia or China still pose a formidable threat.
The FBI retrieved some stolen funds, but much remains to be done to avoid encore attacks.
As is true of kinetic wars throughout history, defending against cyber-attacks[68] is and must
remain an unending, iterative process of incorporating new data points and assumptions. Malicious cyber-attackers will increasingly be more sophisticated, bold, and attack with greater
frequency, particularly if they perceive vulnerability. Paying hackers a ransom, while perhaps
not always avoidable, obviously finances yet further attacks. It also encourages copycat attacks,
as does the lack of adverse, credible consequences for non-state actors and adversarial host
countries alike. UK’s Home Secretary Priti Patel provided many reasons why paying ransoms
in the long run is bad policy,[69] a sentiment increasingly accepted globally.
4. Achieve More Effective Deterrence of State-Sponsored Cyber-Attacks by Clearly
Defining “Red Activities,” Not “Redlines.”[70]
As the US grapples with how best to integrate cyber operations into existing concepts of interstate war and conflict, long-accepted modalities and paradigms require fresh analysis. Colonial
Pipeline exemplifies how cyber-attacks blur long-accepted conflict boundaries. While few may
attribute the pipeline attack to the Russian government itself, many reports finger Russia as affording sanctuary to DarkSide, an attacker that never targets Russian-speaking assets. Whether
and how the Kremlin is ever conclusively linked to this attack, such future attacks, by states,
state-sponsored actors, or even by state-tolerated actors can cause devastating consequences
to the US. Attribution in kinetic military operations is often[71] sufficiently ambiguous to invite
“plausible deniability.” In contrast, ambiguity in cyberspace is a defining characteristic.[72]
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Ambiguity combined with the breadth of ways that cyber-domain attacks and attackers harm
their victims — physically, economically, politically, socially, and/or psychologically — raise
questions as to when “redlines” make sense, and if so, how they should be drawn. A better
response to cyber offenses, whether by state- or non-state criminal actors, might be a well-defined array of “red activities,” each one or more of which will or simply “may” trigger serious
consequences. What DarkSide perpetrated obviously would qualify as a red activity. Taking out
and/or punishing DarkSide would be one response to this red activity, but what about Russia?
While the public is not privy to all information at our intelligence agencies’ disposal, we do
expect that Russia should want to avoid consequences for the whole spectrum of its likely involvement, whether: (a) nonfeasance; (b) the actual perpetrator, with DarkSide (or the far more
formidable REvil) fronting; (c) harboring the criminal hacker, and/or knowing in advance and/
or facilitating the attack; (d) having advance knowledge and failing to deter; or (e) having no
advance knowledge, but doing nothing after the fact to prevent future attacks on American soil.
Perhaps the spectrum of Russia’s possible complicity could be further granulated, but going
forward, what is it we want to place squarely in Russia’s decision-making calculus? Russia
must want to avoid being in any US crosshair, for any aspect of DarkSide’s crime, or the crimes
of any other cyber crime syndicate—perpetrating, facilitating, harboring, tolerating, or even
learning about it and doing nothing, after the fact. Each of these wrongs should constitute a red
activity, and each should lead to a credible consequence. In their decision-making calculus, all
actors should be highly motivated, if not even rewarded (or at least left alone), for proving innocence. As the lead Washington Post editorial on July 9, 2021, put it, “Does anyone really believe
[the Kremlin] is incapable of doing anything at all about even the most prolific and prominent
hackers within its borders?”[73]
Our posture of deterrence against nuclear, chemical, biological, or other existential threats,
while less flexible and far less nuanced, can provide some context. Take as examples the recent
attacks by DarkSide and REvil, and Russia. Whether or not Russia was the actual perpetrator,
at a minimum it clearly toed any redline we would have drawn to a pipeline or other infrastructure attack. However, culpable conduct that may attempt to shroud itself in ambiguity might
well be more effectively deterred, or countered, with ambiguous but telling consequence—the
where, the when, and the how we reciprocate should be on our timetable and in our decision
wheelhouse. Equally important, Russia should be highly incentivized to demonstrate innocence credibly. Obviously, the best way to do that would be for Russia to “out” DarkSide and
REvil, prosecute them, and/or otherwise disable their ability to victimize US interests, which
Russia clearly is capable of doing. On July 13, 2021, David Sanger’s report “Russia’s most aggressive ransomware group disappeared. It’s unclear who made that happen,” confirmed that,
like DarkSide, following President Biden’s warning call to Putin, REvil went dark, for one of
three reasons: (a) Putin shut it down, (b) USCYBERCOM shut it down, or (c) it self-destructed.[74]
Another challenge posed by one-shoe-fits-all redlines, which are harder to tailor to the cybercrimes, is a fundamental difference between closed authoritarian countries and transparent
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democracies. Conceptually, as President Obama learned in Syria, once drawn, a redline creates political pressure, put crudely, to satisfy bragging rights as to accountability—punishing
the bad actor that crossed the line. Unlike conduct flagged as one of a list of “red activities,”
the very notion of the word “redline” exposed President Obama to what’s commonly known
as a “commitment trap.” Once he drew a “redline,” Syria’s subsequent transgression demanded a concrete response in order to avoid domestic, indeed, worldwide political condemnation for weakness. A free press and citizens in a democracy likely would better understand
and accept ambiguity if, instead of somewhat less flexible “redlines,” we substituted a range
of “red activities.”
Clearly defining one or more red activities—unacceptable behavior in cyberspace that may
or may not fall short of an act of war—is critically important, and the Colonial Pipeline attack
highlights a handful of such activities that should open the door to retaliatory consequence. We
must work to find ways to motivate nations to want to avoid harboring or providing sanctuary
to cyber-attackers. Exposing them to consequence unless they shoulder the burden of demonstrating their innocence would help achieve that. Some countries care little about their reputations (e.g., North Korea), but other countries do care (e.g., China), and the best way to establish
innocence is to take visible actions to pursue, punish, and otherwise eliminate any perpetrator
of harm to other nations, including its infrastructure and its citizens. The most effective way
to change Russia’s decision-making calculus may be to impose an unbearably high cost if it
chooses to go the wrong way, and “one size” clearly does not fit all transgressions. Rather, the
response must be tailored to ramifications the offender truly cares about.
Determining how most effectively to impose costs on bad actors for implementing, or even
merely tacitly approving, cyber-attacks on other nations or their citizens, would greatly benefit from the USG applying the three-layered cyber deterrence strategy urged by the 2020
Cyberspace Solarium Commission.[75] The Commission Report goes into each of these layers,
described briefly in ascending order of gravity: (a) shaping behavior; (b) denying benefits;
and (c) imposing costs. Recognizing the importance of PPP, layered cyber deterrence combines and extends many traditional deterrence mechanisms in a whole-of-nation approach
to cybersecurity.[76] A facet of that first layer, deterrence by norms, includes partnering with
reliable allies that are mutually motivated to define red activities and collectively impose
costs on cybercriminals. The Commission also included in the first layer, for more neutral
countries, deterrence by entanglement, wherein the USG creates beneficial engagements
that could disappear for countries caught cyber misbehaving.
The second deterrent layer is a denial of benefits or rewards for cyberspace crimes, including intellectual property theft, malign influence operations, and significant attacks on critical infrastructure.[77] Deterrence by denial is enhanced by reinforcing private-public sector
bonds through activities such as expanding operational collaboration and pooling data on cyber-attacks.[78] This layer impacts the adversary’s decision-making calculus by ruggedizing US
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assets—making them more resilient and impenetrable—to force malicious actors to weigh the
efficacy of their current resources and capabilities.
The third and most severe of the three deterrent layers imposes escalates punitive consequences for increasingly serious cyber-attacks, particularly those that threaten US national
security. All deterrent layers fall under an expanded and reimagined umbrella of DoD’s “defend
forward” cyber-operations doctrine. Full success will require employing these layers concurrently, continuously, and collaboratively, to include, if necessary clarity that crippling counter-cyber-attacks, and/or even use of military force are options that may become necessary at a
time and place of USG choosing.[79]

Figure 2. Layered Cyber Deterrence
These layered deterrence steps are best taken from left to right, integrating each deterrence
building block, as shown in Figure 2, above.[80] This process starts with a clear and effective cyber-defense strategy and clear national security priorities, and ends with delivering swift and
decisive consequences. Again, basic cybersecurity hygiene will clear the field of most amateur
hacking to allow concentrated focus on more skilled actors and critical assets. Whereas the
first layer on the left in the figure above may begin with detection, more active defense moving
to the right by adding attribution, increases the overall the cost in the adversary’s decision-calculus. Identifying red activities essentially works as an ocean-level berm that helps obviate the
need to devote critical USG resources and energy chasing amateur hackers. It also lets nearpeer adversaries know that more potent instruments of power are available, fully capable, and
laser-focused on delivering punishing consequences.
5. Expand the Cybersecurity Defend Forward Doctrine
The 2018 DoD Cyber Strategy commits the US to “defend forward to disrupt or halt malicious
cyber activity at its source, including activity that falls below the level of armed conflict.”[81]
This aspect of the new cyber strategy adopts the age-old adage that the best defense is a good
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offense. This strategy, however, has yet to prevent increasingly bold and frequent cyber-attacks
on USG agencies and businesses. For example, the Russian-based Nobelium hacking group
employed the same spearfishing tactic it unleashed in the 2020 SolarWinds operation to target
human rights groups critical of Putin and the U.S. Department of State (DOS), starting in January 2021 and escalating four months later in May.[82] Ransomware tactics used against Colonial
Pipeline were duplicated just weeks later in attacks on JBS and the Martha’s Vineyard ferry.
To those following US cybersecurity efforts, none of these attacks should be surprising. In
2019, the DHS published a report confirming critical infrastructure as an ideal target for both
near-peer competitors and decentralized malicious cyber actors.[83] Indeed, well beforehand,
cybersecurity experts envisioned a scenario like the Colonial Pipeline attack.[84]
Further efforts to formulate ransomware response strategy must more broadly define what
it means to defend forward. The Biden Administration is seeking to build an international coalition to pressure those countries to hunt down and prosecute cyber-criminal syndicates they
are harboring,[85] and increasing diplomatic pressure on ransomware criminals, by pressing for
change to global financial policies relating to cryptocurrency. Specifically, it seeks to establish
an international standard comparable to the U.S. Treasury Department’s know-your-customer
requirement, to eliminate the anonymity that hides malicious actors from the law, and add
anti-money-laundering mandates.[86] Others have called for the US to deploy military and intelligence agencies in offensive cyber operations that target the technical infrastructure hackers use to employ cyber-attacks.[87] FBI Director Christopher Wray has compared a string of
high-profile ransomware attacks to national security threats posed by the September 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks.[88] Federal criminal justice and law enforcement agencies have become much
more integrally involved in tackling ransomware cases. Indeed, the DOJ and FBI worked closely
together, along with a ransomware law enforcement task force, to recover much of the ransom
stolen from Colonial Pipeline by obtaining a warrant to seize a digital wallet containing much
of the bitcoin ransom.[89]
Ramped up US participation in PPPs will require hard, continuous private and public sector
work. A well-intended Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) advisory in October 2020 threatened fines for “facilitating payments to criminals.” This advisory
was intended to deter ransom payments that would encourage more hacker demands.[90] Even
though reported ransoms paid declined in number, many viewed the OFAC advisory as unwise,
because, unlike Colonial Pipeline and JBS, fewer victims would report paying ransom.[91] Some
suggest that, rather than wielding sticks, the US would benefit more by dangling carrots. John
Davis, a vice president of the cybersecurity firm, Palo Alto Networks, discourages punishing
victims that pay ransoms, urging instead mandatory reporting of ransom payments to federal
authorities and “creating a fund to support victims who refrain from paying ransoms.”[92]
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6. Create Standing Procedures in the PPP for Warp Speed Information Sharing When
Key Ransomware Attacks Occur.
Colonial Pipeline deserves credit for promptly notifying federal law enforcement and government authorities of the ransomware attack. Cyber-attacks of this magnitude require an
immediate communication, not an after-the-fact debrief.[93] A key difference between a cyber
battlefield and a physical battlefield is the need for response time measured in nanoseconds,
not hours or even minutes. Every moment lost gives time to adversaries to cover their tracks,
launder stolen funds, and/or distribute or expose stolen confidential files. Nothing beats early
and ongoing USG-private sector communication and cooperation as the first post-attack step
for victims struggling to minimize losses.
Knowing how the USG will use and protect information should greatly allay private corporate
concerns. At least four possibilities come to mind. First, the USG may want to impose a consequence on the private entity and hold the appropriate individuals accountable for allowing
a major cybersecurity incident to happen—the “gotcha” reason, either regulatory or punitive,
or both. Second, the USG may want to help shut down the attack and/or interrupt a ransom
payment, as occurred with Colonial Pipeline—the “help you” rationale. Third would be sharing
information in an effort to inoculate others against the same or similar threat. And fourth, and
strategically over the long term, would be to help the USG develop and maintain a continually
updated statistical basis to craft policy. While less important for assessing blame, timeliness is
especially important for the second and third potential uses of information. Corporate counsel
today often blocks the proactive information sharing urged here. The USG should ensure that
the private sector understands the USG is truly seeking to help and is not asking the private
corporation to indict itself or its leaders for having fallen victim to a cybercrime.
Demands and penalties work, but combining those with long-term incentives likely will result in better overall response and candor from the private sector. If the USG explains why
quick notice and teaming greatly benefit the company, these incentives will reinforce the trust
to team success. One huge incentive will be immediate USG feedback to the victim of anything
the USG has seen that may differ from the victim’s take. Private firms could be penalized for
coming up short in their due diligence efforts before an attack, or for haphazardly built cybersecurity systems, but far more important is building a trusting team with buy-in from all sides.
Certainly, beyond the unavoidable reputational damage already incurred, no firm should suffer
for volunteering information to the USG about a ransom attack.
While not the focus of this article, technological superiority always will be key to any effective
cyber defense, particularly given the sophistication of some adversary nation-states, and even
other groups, like REvil. As important, however, is the human dimension, as is true whenever
collaborative teaming is mission-critical. Before, during, and after an attack, attention must be
paid to the ongoing human decision-making calculus, especially during the crisis. Take, for
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example, the contrast between the 2013 Target and 2014 JP Morgan Chase cybersecurity data
breaches. Target disclosed all known details of the cyber-attack to the public, even admitting
gaps in its understanding of the attack and lack of a response plan. The press, public, and his
board’s backlash forced Target CEO Gregg Steinhafel to step down; Target was fined over $18.5
million in a multi-state lawsuit, and top information officers were fired.[94] Learning from Target’s public crucifixion, when victimized by an even more serious data breach, JP Morgan Chase
delayed the public announcement for many weeks while it quietly took corrective action.[95]
The takeaways here are clear: If the USG prioritizes, or even harbors as a latent goal, hunting
for whoever messed up, or stabbing the already wounded, such approaches will discourage early self-reporting to the USG, and companies must also consider their reporting requirements
to shareholders and the public.
The USG has taken three nascent steps toward mandating self-reporting. First, within days
following the Colonial Pipeline attack, President Biden issued his May 12 Executive Order (EO)
(Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity), signed, requiring all defense contractors to self-report.
This step indicates clear progress, but it leaves a gaping hole— it did not include non-defense
contractors. The framework for increased information sharing, outlined above in Section 2, describes what should be mandated much more broadly, to include: (a) collection and preserving
data relevant to IT systems controlled by the service provider; (b) sharing such collected data;
and (c) collaborating with federal cybersecurity investigations.[96]
Second, the TSA released a May 27 directive requiring all pipeline owners and operators to
(a) complete and submit cybersecurity assessments to both TSA and CISA within 30 days, (b)
report all “confirmed and potential” cyber-attacks to CISA, and most uniquely, (c) appoint a
24/7-available cybersecurity coordinator to work with the USG on cyber-attack responses.[97]
Like the President’s EO, however, this DHS/TSA directive applies only to a select subset of
private industry (i.e., critical infrastructure service providers).
Third, Chairman Mark Warner of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Committee
spearheaded a proposed bipartisan bill that would mandate private industry reporting a cyber
incident to CISA within 24 hours.[98] A statement by the Chairman underscores the obvious:
“Voluntary sharing is no longer effective.”[99] If enacted, this bill, anticipating private industry
concerns, would exempt cyber notifications from Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests
or use of such notifications in prosecuting service providers.[100]
CONCLUSION
This article takes an initial cut on lessons learned following the May 6, 2021 attack on Colonial Pipeline. More information about that attack and its aftermath undoubtedly will become
public over time.[101] DarkSide sparked a national dialogue around what appears to be missing
from our nation’s cyber defense strategy. This article attempts to explain why recent attacks
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reinforce the importance of focusing beyond the technical aspects of defense. Most essential
is gathering people to work together, with strong leadership and leveraged talent, to secure
against and respond to malevolent cyber activity. While the Executive Orders issued thus far
are helpful as stop-gap interim measures, also essential are clear, executable legislation and
inspired leadership, both for governance, and for motivation of all public and private stakeholders to meet this growing threat by embracing essential PPP collaboration that is integrated at
every level of the partnership.
We have cited a clear example of one recent key cyber defense achievement in which a
USG-created joint planning cell involving three relevant agencies led to demonstrable success.
This example must become the rule and not the exception. We can no longer drag our feet on
building an effective coalition among the nearly two dozen federal agencies now operating
in cyberspace. Agency teamwork must be streamlined, and, vitally important, the USG team
must partner broadly and deeply with all relevant private sector stakeholders, especially
those that manage our infrastructure and that face increasingly sophisticated cyber defense
threats. Required will be inspired leadership that broadens the aperture and embraces input
from a very wide range of skills and personnel. Whenever America embraces its most valuable asset -- the broad diversity of its citizenry and talent -- it is victorious.[102] That timeless
lesson is key to our cybersecurity, just as it has been to our military, our industry, our education, and everything important we have done. However, the US and all vibrant, free market
democracies, are up against adversary countries that largely have retained public ownership
of critical infrastructure, and also, that exercise far more control over their private sectors
than does the USG.
Leadership includes sound management of talent, but it is much more. Defeating cyber
adversaries will require cohesive, tested teams that are so conspicuous that they send an
unequivocal message to all would-be adversaries. Sound cybersecurity is as much about getting the roles and responsibilities of each public and private stakeholder right as it is about
state-of-the-art technology. While not the focus of this article, the US enjoys an enviable,
perhaps unparalleled technological edge. Maintaining that edge is an existential imperative.
The focus here is more on some key lessons that, if learned, will improve the human teaming
element essential to a better defense—the cyber hygiene basics, the legislative clarity, the
leadership, and the public-private partnerships and PPP buy-in all essential if we are to minimize the exposure and vulnerabilities inherent in any open, democratic society like ours.
The wakeup call in the first sentence of this article underscores the missing defense so
desperately needed for the US to bring its adversaries’ soccer cyber scores down from a
whopping 456 points to single digits. For highlighted reasons, this defense will require multiple layers of prevention, resilience, and deterrence, along with our national resolve to leverage the full range of financial, legal, diplomatic, and defense assets at our disposal as we
target and respond to increasingly formidable cyber-attackers.
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Cybered Competition,
Cooperation, and Conflict in a
Game of Imperfect Information
Hiram Henderson

ABSTRACT

This article proposes that “the strategy of conflict,” or game theory, can enhance
joint planning processes applied to cybersecurity operations. Game theory
could perhaps prove most useful during operational design for understanding
actors, tendencies, and potentials actions inherent in cooperation, competition,
and conflict situations. A canonical anti-coordination game, Hawk-Dove, is
employed to explore equilibrium evolutionary game strategies and deterrence
outcomes applicable to cyberspace operations. Tractable extensions to the
Hawk-Dove game are introduced to understand mechanisms for signaling,
reputation, norms, and ambiguity in deterrence. Game parameters are transferred
to a model of Surprise-Attack for comparison. Advantages and disadvantages for
incorporating games in the joint planning process are considered.

T

The Strategy of Conflict

homas Schelling’s The Strategy of Conflict[1] is a collection of essays that presents a “vision of game theory as a unifying framework for the social sciences.”[2]
The Nobel laureate proposed calling this framework the study of “the strategy
of conflict.”[3] He regarded many conflict situations as bargaining problems with
elements of opposed and common interests. For this reason, he argued the analysis of
non-cooperative games was essential for understanding the theory of deterrence in international security, and more broadly for the study of “rational, conscious and artful”
conflict behavior.

This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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In game theory, a strategy is a complete plan of actions across all possible contingencies. In a military
context, a strategy is the application of military power to attain political objectives, specifically “the theory
and practice of use, and the threat of use, of organized
force for political purposes.”[4] A broader definition regards strategy as “a plan of action designed in order to
achieve some end; a purpose together with some system of measures for its accomplishment.”[5]
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In most of this article, strategy is used in the narrower game-theoretic sense. However, before exploring
games and their application to “cybered conflict”[6] and
competition, it is helpful to review the contours of DoD
cyber strategy in place, as well as mechanisms of deterrence. This will assist in ascertaining whether some
game forms appear to fit stylized facts for competition
or cyberspace.
Strategies in Cyberspace
The unclassified version of the DoD Cyber Strategy
2018 prioritizes deterrence and competition in cyberspace and commits to an operating posture of “persistent engagement” and “defending forward” in cyberspace. Key passages in this regard are the following:
1) Deter malicious cyber activities: The United States
seeks to use all instruments of national power to deter
adversaries from conducting malicious cyberspace activity that would threaten U.S. national interests, our
allies, or our partners.[7]
2) Persistently contest malicious cyber activity in
day-to-day competition: The Department will counter
cyber campaigns threatening U.S. military advantage
by defending forward to intercept and halt cyber threats
and by strengthening the cybersecurity of systems and
networks that support DoD missions.[8]
In game logic, the DoD Cyberspace Strategy 2018
represents a commitment to protect national security
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interests in cyberspace. It is executed through defensive cyberspace operations missions as
authorized in forward and/or friendly cyberspace to contest, deny and defeat malign adversary
campaigns in cyberspace. In a wider sense, the strategy also serves to set conditions for deterrence and shape norms for responsible behavior in cyberspace.[9]
Deterrence Approaches
Deterrence is the process of influencing the cost-benefit calculus of actors from taking unwanted actions. The fundamental strategies for deterrence are punishment and denial; both
involve dissuasion by threats to impose costs and/or deny benefits. However, a wider view of
deterrence also considers dissuasion involving reassurances or other inducements to encourage adversary restraint.[10]
In the Age of Enlightenment, legal thinkers reasoned that it was “better to prevent crimes
than to punish them” for the benefit of society. The effectiveness of deterrence by punishment
was said to depend on the severity, certainty, and celerity of punishments.[11] Such beliefs derived from utilitarian philosophy, which maintained that rational, self-interested individuals
seek to maximize well-being or advantage.[12]
Deterrence by punishment can be specific (to individuals) or general (to populations). Deterrence is absolute when an actor completely avoids a prohibited action and is restrictive when
actors restrain prohibited actions to reduce the risk or severity of punishment.[13] In the Cold
War, nuclear “deterrence was specific and absolute.”[14] However, general and restrictive forms
of deterrence are the norm for crimes and political violence.[15]
Deterrence by denial seeks to deter unwanted action by “making it infeasible or unlikely to
succeed,” and by reducing an actor’s confidence of success in reaching his goals.[16] Deterrence
by denial involves commitment to the defense of vital interests.[17]
Deterrence in cyberspace will not be absolute and lower-level malign actions can never be
prevented entirely. The wide array of threat actors to include nation-states, proxies and criminal organizations, requires that deterrence in cyberspace is tailored. It can be specific or general. The Deterrence Operations Joint Concept is the framework for decisively influencing the
adversary’s decision-making calculus in order to “prevent hostile actions against US vital interests.”[18] The concept developed out of the need for a modernized deterrence framework applicable to a “broader range of adversaries and situations” in an evolving security environment[19]
The concept frames the three primary elements of deterrence decision calculus as:

mThe benefits of a course of action
mThe costs of a course of action
mThe consequences of restraint (of not taking the course of action we seek to deter)

[20]
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Using these elements, the concept describes deterrence operations as:
Deterrence operations convince adversaries not to take actions that threaten US vital interests by means of decisive influence over their decision-making. Decisive influence is
achieved by credibly threatening to deny benefits and/or impose costs while encouraging restraint by convincing the actor that restraint will result in an acceptable outcome.[21]
Viewed through the deterrence joint concept, persistent engagement and defending forward in
cyberspace can be characterized as strategies of deterrence through denial. They create frictions
(or resistance costs) on malicious cyber activities from threat actors, while preserving space for
diplomatic, informational, or economic responses.[22] The game constructs used here will assume
unitary actors for decision-making and will abstract from internal political-bureaucratic considerations, as well as from “audience costs,”[23] that would otherwise affect strategy choices.
Many political economy models of war and deterrence are constructed as stage games, initially featuring periods of bargaining that transition to conflict when there is a failure to reach
a diplomatic agreement.[24] However, the canonical models used here will have elements of
cooperation and conflict, and hence bargaining in a sense is built in. We also assume participation constraints are met, which means playing the game leaves actors at least as well off as
from abstaining from the game.
The Hawk-Dove Game
The canonical Hawk-Dove game represents a classic model of competition and conflict in
game theory. The framework was developed in biology literature to describe evolutionary strategies within a species.[25] In this game, opponents fight over a resource, which is rival in consumption and has some value (v). Fighting for this resource involves a cost (c) that represents
the damage arising from conflict.
In normal form, Hawk-Dove is a simultaneous-move game of imperfect and complete information. Imperfect information means a player is unaware of strategies other players have
chosen.[26] Complete information means that there is “common knowledge” of player types,
payoffs, preferences, and strategies known by all players, and all players know that it is known
by all players.[27]
In this game, hawkish strategies broadly are non-cooperative actions involving aggression
or fighting. As applied to cyberspace, non-cooperative strategies will involve the projection of
power. This includes cyberspace attack—actions that create denial and/or manipulation effects,
as well as forms of cyberspace exploitation, which include intelligence, maneuver, information
collection, attack-specific preparations, as well as other enabling actions that prepare for future
operations.[28]
In contrast, cooperative actions will involve the absence of fighting in cyberspace, with greater
emphasis on protection. This includes cyberspace security measures or actions to prevent
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unauthorized access, exploitation, or damage from general threats, as well as cyberspace defense actions to defeat specific threats that have breached, or are threatening to breach, cyberspace security measures.[29]
We consider cyberspace as a network good that grows in value as its use and connectivity
expands. We will further suppose the value of cyberspace is common knowledge as is the cost
of fighting. Players contest each other for advantage in this interconnected domain, competing
for access, position, and control to support their informational or military objectives in the
wider operational environment. This is represented in the abstract by attaining a greater share
Hawk-Dove
(or control) of (v).
Player 2
Player 1

Hawk

Hawk

Dove

(v-c)/2 (v-c)/2
0

v

0

v/2 v/2

v

Dove

v<c
Mixed strategy
NE: p = v/c

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Hawk vs. Dove
Payoffs in the Hawk-Dove game are displayed in Figure 1 and arranged within a 2x2 matrix
as follows:
hh [

v v
(v − c) (v − c)
,
]; hd [v, 0]; dh [0, v]; and dd [ , ]
2
2
2 2

Nash equilibrium is a core solution concept in non-zero-sum games and represents the best
responses of players to the best responses of all other players.[30] To fully enumerate equilibrium outcomes, we will consider two variants of the game with respect to the relationship of
Prisoner’s Dilemma
value to cost.
Player 2
Player 1

Hawk

Hawk

Dove

(v-c)/2 (v-c)/2
0

v

0

v/2 v/2

v

Dove

Figure 2.

v>c
Hawk is the
dominant strategy
for both

Figure 2. Prisoner’s Dilemma
When v > c, the game reduces to a Prisoner’s Dilemma in Figure 2. This variant of the game
has a single Nash equilibrium, where both players find it optimal to pursue non-cooperative
(Hawk) strategies in cyberspace. As long as v > c, an increase in cost or reduction in value will
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not change the equilibrium outcome. This is because Hawk is a dominant strategy; i.e., it is the
best strategy regardless of any action the other player takes. This outcome may correspond to
cyberspace exploitation actions well below conflict threshold. High values along with low
costs/consequences might explain why exploitation actions are so pervasive in cyberspace
in equilibrium.
When v < c, the game becomes Chicken, and fighting becomes much more costly for the
players. This variant of the game has two pure strategy Nash equilibria (where one player plays
Hawk and the opponent, Dove), and one mixed strategy equilibrium, where players randomize
between playing Hawk or Dove strategies. Absent prior coordination, play will not likely arrive
at the pure strategy outcomes.[31] The mixed (randomizing) strategy equilibrium is:
p =

v
c

In equilibrium, mixing toward fighting increases with value and declines with cost.[32] This
variant of the game involves higher cost/consequence Hawk actions in cyberspace, with some
scaling to a use of force. In a mixed strategy equilibrium, the frequency of fighting increases when (Hawk) actions have lower costs/consequences, and decreases when (Hawk) actions
have higher costs/consequences.[33] This may explain why lower-level cyberspace attacks are
more commonplace than damaging attacks at conflict thresholds.
As players randomize, another way to see the inverse relationship between fighting and costs
is in the expected value (EV) of the game, which is given by:
EV =



1−

v v
c 2

The value of the game increases in costs because there are fewer fights.
In equilibrium, players mix to make their opponent indifferent between playing Hawk or Dove
in terms of expected payoffs. Mixing is like game play in tennis, if the strategy space is limited to
forehand and backhand shots. If a player becomes more proficient at her backhand, the opponent
mixes in a fashion to neutralize that advantage, forcing her to play more forehand.
If there is asymmetry between players where v > c for Player 1 and v < c for Player 2, then
fighting is more costly for Player 2. A pure strategy Nash equilibrium results where Player 1
always plays Hawk and Player 2 plays Dove. This situation involves imbalances in power and
capacity. Although outside the strategy space of the game, the weaker player could find it advantageous to form alliances.
Hawk-Dove in Sequential Games
Schelling noted that a paradox arises in bargaining situations where the “power to constrain
an adversary may depend on the power to bind oneself.”[34] A player who can commit to an
“irreversible sacrifice of freedom of choice” can obtain a better outcome.[35] To win the game of
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Chicken, Schelling claimed, you need to rip off your steering wheel and wave it visibly in the
air for your opponent to see.
In sequential form games, moves convey information. To illustrate credible deterrence
commitments in Hawk-Dove, we take game payoffs and convert them to a simple, sequential
(two-stage), extended-form game of perfect information. “A game is said to have perfect information if, throughout its play, all rules, possible choices, and past history of play by any player
are known to all participants.”[36]
The extended-form game is represented in Figure 3 depicting a tree comprised of decision
nodes, end nodes, and edges. A subgame begins at a decision node and includes all nodes that follow in the game tree. However, subgames
cannot begin at the very first decision node of a game.
Hawk-Dove
(v-c)/2 (v-c)/2

Hawk
Player 2

Hawk
Player 1

Dove

Dove

v

0

Hawk

0

v

Player 2

v/2 v/2
Dove
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Hawk vs. Dove

v<c
Backward
Induction

In sequential games of complete information, the solution concept is subgame perfection.
A Nash equilibrium is subgame perfect if it induces a Nash equilibrium in every subgame.[37]
Through backward induction, the subgame perfect equilibrium path of play is that Player 1
plays Hawk and Player 2 plays Dove. Here Player 1 has a first-mover advantage. However, moving first does not always confer advantage under perfect information, for example, the hand
game of Rock-Paper-Scissors.
If Player 2 could irreversibly commit to play Hawk if Player 1 plays Hawk, and signal this
intent, she could deter Player 1 from aggression. Player 2 may do this by reducing her options
(breaking off edges) on the game tree. The subgame perfect equilibrium path becomes Dove,
Dove. The off the path equilibrium, where Player 1 would play Hawk with no signal from Player
2, is not reached. See Figure 4.
Hawk-Dove
(v-c)/2 (v-c)/2
h
H
v 0

H

d

h
(v-c)/2 (v-c)/2

v/2 v/2

d

Player 2
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0 v
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Player 2

v/2 v/2
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Figure 4. Hawk vs. Dove
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Subgame
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Sequential games require trust that others play best responses, and that threats are believed.
While situations involving complete and perfect information are unlikely to be encountered in
cyberspace, signaling credible commitments enhances deterrence by presenting an adversary
with clear choices.
Hawk-Dove with Incomplete Information
In games of incomplete information, or Bayesian games, players will not have common knowledge about other players, and may not know their types, actions, nor payoffs. Consequently,
they may not believe other players’ signals.
Assume Player 1 is the uninformed player who has a probability distribution of beliefs in an
information set, where (q) is the probability (belief) of encountering a commit-type Player 2,
when there is a threat signal, and (r) is the probability (belief) of encountering a commit-type
Player 2 without a threat signal. Assume Nature (N) makes the first move, establishing informed Player 2 types.
The commit-type Player 2 will carry out threats to retaliate if Player 1 ignores the deterrence signal. The non-commit, or normal-type Player 2 will not honor promises or threats, and always plays
a best response. This situation illustrates commitment problems that often arise in game forms.[38]
Both Player 2 types benefit from sending the same deterrence signal. The commit-type Player
2 will always send a deterrence signal, since not signaling is a dominated strategy, hence. The
normal-type Player 2 also stands to gain if Player 1 is deterred, or plays Dove. Beliefs should be
determined in accordance with Bayes’ Rule; however for tractability, we will consider limiting
cases involving beliefs.
Suppose Player 1 does not believe the signal (q = 0) and acts on that belief by playing Hawk.
The normal Player 2 reveals her type by playing Dove. The commit Player 2 retaliates by playing Hawk, producing a situation in which deterrence breaks down. If Player 2 types were equally encountered in nature, this would seem an unreasonable belief, and perhaps very costly
where c is sufficiently high.[39]
Alternatively, suppose Player 1 believes the signal (q = 1) and plays Dove. The normal Player
2 again reveals her type by playing Hawk, (see Figure 5). The commit Player 2 type plays Dove.
In this case, deterrence holds.[40] This “pooling” is an example of the “threat that leaves something to chance.”[41]

Figure 5. Hawk vs. Dove
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Since Player 2’s are unsure of Player 1’s response, suppose Player 2’s could also threaten to
let things “slip out of hand.” Albeit stylized, further suppose the normal Player 2 type presents
Player 1 with the simultaneous-move Hawk-Dove as a continuation game, regardless of a deterrence signal.
Play in mixed strategies again yields an expected value of:
EV =



1−

v v
c 2

which is less than
EV =



1−

v v
c 2

from the cooperative path.
In the restyled game, this enhancement has the effect of strengthening deterrence and assurances, since signaling is equilibrium and message dominated for the commit-type Player 2,
and the normal-type Player 2 is now indifferent to sending a deterrence signal.
Applying the Intuitive Criterion,”[42] the commit-type Player 2 could send a signal and announce, “Seeing this signal should convince you that I am the commit Player type, since believing otherwise would not improve outcomes for other Player type, nor for yourself.” If this
speech is believed, Player 1 could reasonably set her belief to (q = 1), resulting in a separating
equilibrium, see Figure 6.

Figure 6. Hawk vs. Dove
In this restyled game, threats that leave something to chance along with credible signals can
enhance deterrence in equilibrium.[43] When player interests align, signals are more informative, and when interests diverge, signals are less informative.[44]
In practice, decision-makers do not face black boxes as adversaries. They will have gained
insights from past experiences to better understand their opponents and improve their outcomes.[45] Knowledge isn’t perfect and information asymmetries are sources of fog and friction
in deterrence.[46] If players had common knowledge of each other’s beliefs, they could not agree
to disagree.[47] Errors regarding an opponent's beliefs (or intentions) explain in many cases
why deterrence fails.
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Hawk-Dove in an Infinite Game
Many interactions are naturally recurring. For repeated interactions, threats to eliminate
future opportunities help make agreements enforceable, especially if their long-term value outweighs the gain from cheating.[48] To explore this, we can play Hawk-Dove as a repeated stage
game of imperfect information and having an infinite time horizon with a discount factor (d),
where d is between 0 and 1 and represents the probability that the game continues.[49]
The value of trying to win today through playing Hawk is balanced against rewards and punishments in the future that are discounted by d. The reward is to play the Dove strategy forever
with payoffs of :
v v
[ , ]
2 2

at each stage. However, a player can only threaten credible punishments that the other will
accept, which are Nash equilibria.
Consider the Grim-Trigger strategy, where deviations from Dove are punished forever with
non-cooperative (Hawk) responses. When v < c, which is the chicken game, the highest punishment the other is willing to accept is to play Dove with a payoff of 0, resulting in equilibrium
discount factors of the following:[50]
d >

1
2

In equilibrium, the punished player is willing to accept an uneven distribution more than
half of the time. This suggests the potential for an unstable long-run outcome. And one that
could likely be renegotiated if disaffected audiences connected to this player found that distribution unacceptable.
A player could also threaten a lesser punishment by mixing forever resulting in:[51]
d >

c
v+c

					
When players are mixing, higher costs increase the equilibrium discount factor (deterrence),
and there are fewer fights.
If v > c, which is the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, the highest punishment the other would be
willing to accept is to play Hawk with a payoff of:
(v − c)
2

resulting in equilibrium discount factors:[52]
d >
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In this instance, since Hawk is a dominant strategy for both players, higher costs reduce the
punishment payoff, which decreases equilibrium discount factors and lowers deterrence.
If there were payoff asymmetries between opponents (v > c for Player 1 and v < c for Player 2),
there is no other Nash equilibrium, that Player 1 could accept as a punishment, and she could
not be deterred from playing Hawk.
In infinite-horizon games, there are multiplicities of subgame perfect equilibria for sufficiently patient players. This structural problem is captured in variants of the Folk Theorem.
Repeated games are also stateless games, and they would not be useful for situations where
environments are changing and when strategy spaces are in transition.
Rewards and trigger punishments can induce cooperation where relationships are valued
and there are patient players. However, cooperation is less sustainable when there are impatient players. A similar logic with respect to time applies to reputations and norms, since both
have long-term value. When reputations are lost and norms have atrophied, both can be very
costly to restore.
Comparisons to Surprise-Attack
The translation of Hawk-Dove payoffs into the simultaneous-move game of “Surprise-Attack”[53] in matrix form appears in Figure 7 as:
(v − c) v
v (v − c)
]; dh [
, ]; and dd [v, v].
hh [0, 0]; hd [ ,
2
2
2
2

This game represents a model of nuclear deterrence. There are two pure strategy Nash equilibria in the upper left and lower right corners, i.e., (Hawk, Hawk) and (Dove, Dove).

Surprise Attack

Player 2
Player 1

Hawk

0

Hawk

Dove

0

v/2 (v-c)/2
v

(v-c)/2 v/2
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Figure 7. Hawk vs. Dove
They include what can be considered the costly outcome with payoffs [0, 0], and a Pareto-dominant outcome with payoffs [v, v]. As before v <c, and in some cases, c could be considered very
large. Off the equilibrium path, a player experiencing a surprise attack suffers a loss of:
(v − c)
2
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The mixed strategy equilibrium is the following:[54]
v
p =
c
However, p is very low if c is considered very high. The probability that at least one player
plays Hawk is very low, again if c is considered to be very high:[55]

v 2
1− 1−
c

With imperfect information, deterrence against surprise attack appears more a matter of
degree than kind in mixed strategies. However, in this game, there are strong incentives not
to suffer from a surprise attack, and to respond in kind to attacks. When there is incomplete
information, players will be unsure what risks the other is willing to take.[56]
In an infinite game, where the reward payoffs are the Pareto-dominant outcome [v, v], the
maximum punishment the other player would accept would be [0, 0]. In this situation, any
discount factor [0 <d< 1] suffices. No matter how impatient players are, conducting a surprise
attack is inefficient in the long run. The same applies to the lesser grim trigger punishment
strategy of mixing.[57]
Suppose equilibrium rewards in an infinite game are in mixed strategies. The maximum
punishment the other player would accept are [0, 0] payoffs. Under a grim trigger strategy, the
equilibrium discount factor is the following:[58]
d >

v
c

which is very low, if c is very high.
In this situation, there is somewhat greater temptation for surprise attack, and trigger equilibria require less patience as costs increase. Where c is low, trigger equilibria require exceptional patience. However, where c is very high. trigger equilibria would fail only under
exceptional circumstances, such as players who only lived for the present, or if fighting was a
near certainty.[59]
Reflections
While the canonical models and their extensions presented here are abstractions about competition and conflict, they fit stylized facts in connection with the pervasiveness of cyberspace
exploitation, propensities for various scales of cyberspace attack as well as surprise attack.
They also suggest deterrence in cyberspace is possible through “threats that leave something
to chance.”
Cyberspace exploitation involves clandestine maneuvers that are generally unobserved.[60]
However, cyberspace attacks create denial effects that are eventually observed.[61] Active
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deterrence in cyberspace is thought to require attribution, credibility, and signaling,[62] all of
which underline the importance of information or intelligence in strategy.
In cyberspace, deterrence is complicated by the complexities of technical and/or political
attribution to machines, tradecraft, and agency. However, for various reasons, including the
growth of private cybersecurity companies, threat actors cannot presume they will enjoy
complete sanctuary from attribution, and this allows for deterrence in cyberspace.[63]
In tacit bargaining situations,[64] where communication is impossible or incomplete, and distrust is high, norms of behavior in cyberspace may be emerging, such as agreed competition.[65]
These evolving norms are thought to be enabled by persistent engagement and defending
forward, and this bears some semblance to mixed strategies in Hawk-Dove.
While inspired by evolutionary models, this analysis did not explore evolutionarily stable
strategies (ESS), which are hard-wired in players. ESS are Nash equilibria that cannot be
invaded or changed. In the Prisoner’s Dilemma variant of Hawk-Dove, non-cooperation is
the evolutionarily stable strategy. In the Chicken variant of Hawk-Dove, mixed strategies are
evolutionary stable. In the Surprise- Attack game, the pure cooperative and non-cooperative
strategies are evolutionarily stable.
Games contain elements of common and conflicting interests spanning the continuum of
cooperation, competition, and conflict. They are bargaining situations for time or positional
advantages, that do not always entail pure conflict. Games also remind us of the interdependence among relevant actors in an equilibrium. This can help planners understand the range
of best responses.
Unfortunately, game theory is largely unfamiliar to planning staffs. Some models are quite
complex and may not readily correspond to planning problems at hand, or could distort them.[66]
Still, some game forms might be usefully explored during operational design, where the
focus is on understanding actors, tendencies, and potentials.
Games such as Stag-Hunt can help in understanding security cooperation situations. The underlying structure and strategy spaces of the Stag-Hunt coordination game mirror that of Surprise-Attack, though they involve different situations. When played against the long shadow of
the future, the canonical games considered here suggest much could be gained from strengthening norms, conventions, and partnerships to deter or contain threats in cyberspace.[67]
DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this work are those of the author and do not reflect the official
policy or position of the United States Military Academy, the Department of the Army, or the
Department of Defense.
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Technology Adoption
in Unconventional Warfare
Sean W. Pascoli
Mark Grzegorzewski
ABSTRACT

As US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) rebalances its primary focus,
shifting from Violent Extremist Organizations (VEOs) to competition with Russia
and China, there must be a greater emphasis on integrating cyberspace
capabilities into the Unconventional Warfare (UW) doctrine. Section 1202 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 designates USSOCOM
as the lead for irregular warfare,[1] empowering Special Operations Forces (SOF) to
leverage select irregular forces, resourced under specific legal authorities to live off
the land in support of irregular warfare missions. Combatant Commands retain
operational command and control despite this designation. As a recommendation
on how the US should employ non-traditional forces, this article shows how
nation-states like China, North Korea (DPRK), Iran, and Russia use cyber proxies
to conduct combined operations. It then considers how SOF can add an asymmetric technique to unconventional warfare by using cyber-capable irregular forces at
the tactical level to serve as force multipliers. Finally, the USSOCOM Resistance
Operations Concept (ROC) will be expanded to demonstrate how to better engage
cyber proxies within UW.
Keywords: unconventional warfare, proxies, special operations forces, Russia, China

T

PURPOSE

echnology adoption is more than just the employment of a particular piece of hardware, like an iPhone or a new operating system, it can also entail a new way of
thinking. US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) is in the process of strategically rebalancing and will include both Violent Extremist Organizations (VEOs)
and Great Power Competition (GPC) after two decades of near-exclusive focus on counterterrorism. This strategic rebalance requires a detailed review of resources, training, and
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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doctrine as a result of the national security paradigm
returning to nation-states and deterring near-peer adversaries. As a result, the US Government (USG) now
employs the full-spectrum of information operations to
compete in the gray space between peace and armed
conflict. To adapt and compete, USSOCOM must become
more versatile and resourceful in applying limited assets and resources to this fight. Pointing to the need to
adapt, the Theater Special Operations Command Manning Review found that a core USSOCOM mission that
should be re-invigorated and implemented in several
Geographic Combatant Command Campaign plans is
Unconventional Warfare (UW).[2]
Sean Pascoli, a member of the Marine
Corps Forces Cyberspace Command
(MARFORCYBER) Cyber Operations-Integrated
Planning Element (CO-IPE) at United Special
Operations Command (USSOCOM), serves as
the Cyber Exercise Branch Chief in the J3-Joint
Collective Training Branch. He retired after
twenty-four years in the Marine Corps and
transitioned into a second career as a cyber
planner. A University of Chicago graduate
(1990) with a BA in Political Science and
two master’s degrees from the University of
South Florida (USF) in Cyber Intelligence and
Cybercrime, Mr. Pascoli also holds graduate
certificates from USF in Information Assurance
and Digital Forensics. His area of academic
focus is the nation-state use of cyber
surrogates and proxies.
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The Joint Staff defines UW as “activities conducted
to enable a resistance movement or insurgency to coerce, disrupt or overthrow a government or occupying
power by operating through or with an underground,
auxiliary and guerrilla force in a denied area.”[3] A critical, detailed USSOCOM planning document for applying UW is the Resistance Operating Concept, which is
a reflection on the past in that it addresses the need
for countries to resist against occupation, just as Eastern Europe did during the Cold War.
This new breed of Russian threat, hybrid and unconventional, violent and non-violent, has forced USSOCOM to look for a different approach in this space since
the doctrines of combined arms maneuver, counterterrorism, and counterinsurgency may no longer apply.[4]
The Kremlin’s view of warfare views the human mind
as the key terrain which means the next war will be
won in the information domain by psychological warfare.[5] To win here, Russia will deploy its less robust
conventional forces only when absolutely necessary.[6]
Instead, Russia will focus its resources by forcing its
adversary’s military and citizens to respond to the attacker and expend its own resources.[7] In response,
USSOCOM’s answer to this “new” Russian way of war
is the Resistance Operations Concept (ROC); a new interpretation of the centuries-old theory of UW.[8]
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ROC Needs More “Cyber”

Dr. Mark Grzegorzewski, a Resident Senior
Fellow at Joint Special Operations University
(JSOU) currently focused on researching
cyberspace operations and artificial
intelligence (AI). He is recently published in
Special Operations Journal on “Demystifying
Artificial Intelligence through DoD Education”
and also “Supporting Resistance Movements
in Cyberspace.” He also has a chapter in an
edited volume titled “Russian Cyber
Operations: The Relationship Between The
State And Cyber Criminals.” He created JSOU’s
Quick Look series with a publication on AI,
and a forthcoming Quick Look piece on
Cryptocurrency. Dr. Grzegorzewski holds a
Ph.D., M.A., and B.A. in Political Science from
the University of South Florida, along with a
graduate certificate in Globalization Studies.

The Resistance Operating Concept was established
to support the Eastern European members of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO): Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania. These countries are attempting
to withstand Russia’s increasing aggression to reclaim
its former territories: it uses various methods of hybrid warfare, combined with its advantage of interior
lines to quickly seize the Baltic countries. These three
countries are vulnerable as they are part of the former
Soviet Union. Short of the ability to resist, these Eastern European states are threatened by Russia’s operational dexterity and the lack of a large Europe-based
US conventional force to credibly deter aggression.[9]
As Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania lack a readily available counter to Russia’s aggression, the Resistance
Operating Concept supports them by addressing the
inadequacies of the conventional military, national defense planning and preparation by supporting a Total
Defense model where the citizenry is the primary actor instead of the government.[10] Of relevance for SOF
to consider, perhaps given that the citizen is at the
center of this model where they must always be prepared for invasion, the Resistance Operating Concept
perhaps should be known as the Persistence Operating Concept.
Total Defense is ideally suited for countries who
share a border with hegemonic powers, and “includes
all the necessary activities to prepare a nation for conflict in defense of its independence, sovereignty, and
territorial integrity; and consists of both civil and military defense.”[11] It encompasses all societal functions
needed to mobilize the support necessary to defend
the nation and its territorial integrity against armed
attack.[12] USSOCOM’s support to Baltic resistance
would primarily consist of Special Forces Operational
Detachment-Alpha, or A-Teams,[13] executing UW campaigns by employing proxies to enable the resistance
in a contested area.
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But the current ROC, insofar as deployable UW cyberspace tools, is virtually non-existent
in SOF A-Teams, due to several reasons ranging from capabilities to capacity, as well as
risk aversion and ignorance of authorities. Currently, A-Teams are insufficiently prepared to
conduct cyber operations. To task an A-team with such a mission would be a significant leap
forward, but would also be very dangerous. Yet, far too often authorities are cited to excuse
inaction in cyberspace. The 2018 National Cyber Strategy,[14] the 2018 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), and the 2021 NDAA Section 1299, Functional Center for Security
Studies in Irregular Warfare)[15] all point to a maturation of public cyber policy relating to
SOF forces. This flood of newly published unclassified national-level strategy and policy documents empowers SOF to act within its mission set.
This deficiency can be mitigated by taking a page out of Russia and China’s playbooks and
employing cyber proxies that can effectively impose costs on the adversary.[16] Cyber proxies
serve as intermediaries that conduct or directly contribute to an offensive cyberspace action
that is either actively or passively enabled by a beneficiary.[17] Fiscal authority exists to leverage select foreign forces in support of irregular SOF warfare missions, and cyber forces can
be employed by A-Team forces.
Cyber Proxies and SOF
One DoD concern may be that cyber-capable irregular forces can employ unsanctioned cyber operations that pose an unacceptable risk for senior leaders. Nothing prevents the use of
kinetic capabilities that cause serious physical damage, but some DoD senior leaders still see
cyberspace operations as a bridge too far in UW campaigns. The DoD must overcome this unfounded fear that cyberspace operations should be reserved for existential, strategic threats
against the US so that these capabilities can be normalized in all DoD operations that have
signed Execute Orders. Many nations, including the US’ biggest adversaries—China, Russia,
Iran, and North Korea—have normalized the use of cyber proxies with great success.[18] As
such, SOF should be wargaming these new tradecraft methods and techniques to prepare
our Forces to conduct combined operations against our adversaries in the multiple domains
where they now confront us.
Including cyber-capable irregular forces as integral to SOF principles of support to UW is
not an intellectually heavy lift and has the second- and third-order effects of protecting the
US from its adversary’s ability to conduct cyber-attacks by causing them to focus inward on
domestic security, and lose trust in their cyber proxies, thereby allowing the US to maintain
its technological edge in the cyber domain.[19] The effectiveness of an insurgency is well
known to the DoD, especially SOF, which for over two decades has fought to overcome various insurgencies in Afghanistan and Iraq—insurgencies that massively drained US human
and financial resources. Embedding a cyber component or line of operation within the ROC
would result in the cyber proxy serving as a force multiplier in any UW campaign. For example, supporting cyberspace UW/ROC by enabling infrastructure and networks, used by
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hacktivists and other wired individuals in an occupied Baltic country, would force Russia to
look inward and drain its capabilities and capacity to fight a digitally enabled insurgency.
By enabling infrastructure and networks, they could be used for either commercial or military purposes so only the intention of use changes, not the infrastructure. Such distractions
would erode the adversary’s ability to conduct external cyberspace operations or otherwise
attack American targets. A cyber-enabled UW campaign in Eastern European countries
would enable SOF cyber proxies to enhance the overall UW/ROC campaign plan.
It’s High Time to Implement Cyber UW
Cyber-enabled UW is not a new concept. Among the Special Forces practitioners who have
published on the topic, the foremost advocate has been COL(Ret.) Patrick Duggan. He was
the first to propose sending UW pilot teams into cyberspace.[20] Duggan envisioned these
teams as influencing the environment by targeting social media networks, deploying UW pilot teams that essentially lived off the land by employing dual-use commercial technologies,
indigenous equipment, and local networks of influence. Once the environmental conditions
were established locally, these UW pilot teams could influence social media’s gray and dark
networks from their home base. Duggan correctly notes the ability of UW pilot teams is
constrained only by their authorities. This remains a hurdle, even though some authorization has in recent years been pushed down to the operational levels, as some Commanders
remain reticent to delegate as advocated by Duggan, given the unintended operational effects
that sometimes materialize with social media operations.
Duggan also urges the use of cyberspace capabilities to be employed in Special Warfare
(foreign internal defense, UW, and counterinsurgency).[21] Special Forces (SF) in Duggan’s
view could exploit cyberspace to identify, assess, and evaluate resistance leaders and capabilities, and otherwise better understand the environment in which they are operating.
Once armed with the proper infrastructure and an operational mission, these Cyber UW
pilot teams could also deploy to the physical environment and further nurture relations with
resistance forces.
Duggan persists in arguing for man-machine teaming in UW, urging the DoD to keep pace
with its competitors and increase the use of emerging technology, including 3-D printing
during operations.[22] He also promotes cyber-enabled UW financial warfare, using cyberspace
to distort the price of goods, and SOF’s ability to compromise the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of open adversary networks using cyber tools. One challenge Duggan briefly
addresses without elaboration is the potential effect of man-machine teaming micromanaging
tactical actions from operational level commands in the same way that the telegram was used
to micromanage during World War I. This remains a valid concern today and requires continued attention to balance between a Commander’s need to know with operational flexibility.
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Duggan also argues the DoD must recognize that the character of conflict is changing, and
SOF is perfectly suited to operate in cyberspace given that cyber-warfare is essentially human-warfare and SOF specializes in the human domain.[23] Employing SOF’s light footprint
and unconventional mindset in the cyber domain provides the DoD with another tool in its
deterrence strategy. As such, SOF must continue to understand an adversary’s environment,
including factors that drive its behavior and each society’s relationship with information.
SOF can then exploit these insights and thereby divert the adversary inward.
Agreeing with Duggan’s arguments, Benjamin Brown in 2018 called for the creation of a
“CYBERSOC” (Cyber Special Operations Command), nested within USSOCOM, arguing the
need for cyber operators to support special operations.[24] Thus, CYBERSOC would support
the twelve special operations core activities and conduct its own missions with cyber as the
primary line of effort. Brown and Duggan agree that cyberspace overlaps with the human
domain, making SOF ideally suited to take on the cyberspace special operations mission set.
COL (Ret.) Brian Petit, another former US Army Special Forces practitioner, envisions a role
for SOF in cyberspace via social media.[25] He sees social media and the way it can enable unconventional warfare an essential part of any UW campaign. The social media environment
reflects reality in some ways and SOF can use this space to identify resistance potential and
could conceivably support a resistance movement. This could include amplification of social
media messages, providing communications equipment, creating social media accounts, and
even influencing messaging. To Petit, SOF’s role in social media should always be set to “on,”
whether gathering targeting data or shaping/suppressing information.
This discussion contributes to UW cyber literature by explaining how a new actor, cyber-capable irregular forces, could work with UW forces, and builds upon the ideas from
the Resistance Operating Concept. Concepts of resistance movements and unconventional
forces are imperfect fits, and only one of many types of social movement that unconventional
warfare supports and leverages. Yet the insertion of more cyberspace capabilities into UW
writ large will give SOF greater impact in navigating revolutionary and insurgent social
movements.
Cyber-Capable Irregular Forces
As Russia seeks to gain influence in cyberspace, the DoD has been directed to engage in
cyberspace more robustly below the level of armed conflict. Cyber proxies mitigate attribution concerns and allow DoD to execute offensive cyberspace operations. For some time now,
Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea have conducted joint operations with cybercriminal
elements that mask their nation-state activities, and countering these activities in-kind it
would be a force multiplier for UW campaigns.[26],[27]
Their label as criminals of course poses challenges for DoD to leverage cybercriminals to
counter enemy behavior, without attribution. That said, the definition of crime varies widely
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in different countries. For example, individuals pushing back against a corrupt regime or
exposing wrongdoing could be labeled as criminals. Therefore, working with these cyber-capable irregular forces would serve as an agile, responsive UW force that could effectively
degrade threat actions below the level of armed conflict. By identifying, assessing, and evaluating these forces during the preparation phase, SOF-enabled infrastructure and networks
in a UW cyberspace campaign could help counter Russian aggression in Eastern Europe.
Where Should Cyber Fit?
The seven phases of SOF support to UW (see Figure below) serve as an intellectual framework for UW cyber activities and operations and are easily adaptable to the cyber domain
and a cyber-enabled ROC.[28] These phases will not always run sequentially. Indeed, operators will move in all directions among the UW phases and sometimes even operate multiple
phases simultaneously.

Figure 1. Seven Phases of Unconventional Warfare
1. Phase I Preparation
a. Physical Domain: Resistance and external sponsors conduct psychological preparation
to unify the population against the occupier and prepare the population to accept
US support.
b. Cyber Domain: Analyze online information environments; ask how the society influences and responds to social media; identify online opposition groups in target
countries. Include hacktivists, peacefully opposed organizations, university computer
clubs, and cybercriminals. Examine the online environment; identify risks to mission
and threats to the occupying force (including leverageable dissidents within the occupying force). Determine (a) cyber-capable irregular force access to occupier’s open
networks, and (b) available open-source and living-off-the-land tools[29] for resistance
force to leverage against the occupier.
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2. Phase II Initial Contact
a. Physical Domain: US agencies coordinate with allied governments-in-exile or resistance leaders for needed US support.
b. Cyber Domain: Establish contact with hacktivist leaders and online elements through
forums and chatrooms; demonstrate technical ability to support cause. Use clandestine
methods and applications (i.e., virtual private network (VPN), the onion router (TOR),
disposable e-mail accounts, etc.) to reach cyber-proficient opposition. Use overt methods and applications to reconnoiter networks connected to the Internet of Things.[30]
3. Phase III: Infiltration
a. Physical Domain: SOF infiltrates into the operational area, establishes communications with its base, and contacts resistance organization.
b. Cyber Domain: Phase II and III combine in the cyber domain since infiltration can be
digital until trust is developed to enable contact in the physical domain. Infiltration is
also an infrastructure-specific effort that maintains traffic anonymity into the area of
operations and contacting hacktivist leadership. This phase may also include the introduction and coordination of the cyber proxy and the physical proxy, (if not one and the
same). SOF and cyber-capable irregular force communication can be conducted via ad
hoc wireless, meshed networks.[31]
4. Phase IV: Organization
a. Physical Domain: SOF organizes, trains, and equips resistance cadre with an emphasis
on developing infrastructure.
b. Cyber Domain: Provide communication methods or forums for hacktivists to conduct
Command & Control (C2) and receive guidance, capabilities, and training from SOF
cyber, potentially including Force Protection (ForcePro) and use of open-source intelligence (OSINT) for targeting. SOF can transfer money to the cyber-capable irregular
forces via an obscured ledger cryptocurrency that conceals the sponsor. SOF can also
provide various 3-D printable designs that the cyber-capable irregular forces could employ and identify dual-use technologies.
5. Phase V: Buildup
a. Physical Domain: SOF assists cadre expansion into an effective resistance organization; while emphasis is development, limited combat operations may be conducted.
b. Cyber Domain: Provide offensive cyber capabilities training and limited system and
target information to increase capability and capacity to achieve desired outcomes.
Have proxy forces find open-source code, as well as code and tools from dark-net hacker
marketplaces, for cyber-capable irregular force use. Work with cyber-capable irregular
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forces to produce both cyber effects and real-world effects. Create coordinated domain
crossing effects for maximum effect.
6. Phase VI: Employment
a. Physical Domain: UW forces conduct combat operations until linkup with conventional forces or end of hostilities.
b. Cyber Domain: Hacktivists conduct offensive cyber operations until strategic goals below the level of armed conflict are achieved, or until the desired decrease in the target
nation’s external cyber operations is reduced to acceptable levels. These effects should
be scalable and reversible. Observe cyber-capable irregular forces to prevent employing
effects that could harm critical infrastructure or the private sector that could also harm
the occupied population. Also, ensure that cyber-capable irregular forces’ effects are
not undermining government-in-exile’s political objectives. Finally, cyber-capable irregular forces may display hacked or other compromising, occupying force information
to influence the information domain.[32]
7. Phase VII: Transition
a. Physical Domain: UW forces revert to national control, shifting to regular forces or
demobilizing.
b. Cyber Domain: The cyber proxy demobilizes and promotes national stability, ensuring
the free information flow on the internet. Cyber-capable irregular forces restore cyber
effects to the national government, retaining connectivity to infrastructure and networks. Preserve plausible deniability as to DoD affiliation, thereby (a) giving cyber-capable irregular forces and host nation government legitimacy with the population for
home grown cyber operations, and (b) allowing the sponsoring government to employ
similar tactics, techniques, and procedures elsewhere.
CONCLUSION
What is old is new again. UW, which had assumed a tertiary role in the US’ counterterrorism fight, has returned with a vengeance. As the threat of Russian dominance hangs
over Eastern European countries, resistance within the context of unconventional warfare
has once again become relevant. Instead of blindly following lessons of the past, the US
must use technology and cyberspace within UW to effectively combat today’s threats. The
new thinking we advocate includes employing cyber-capable irregular forces in the cyber
domain by enabling infrastructure and networks against occupying forces. What matters
when enabling infrastructure and networks is intentions, and how it is engaged. Thus, SOF
must persist in this space 24/7. Non-cyber resistance forces are routinely armed with lethal
weaponry. DoD’s reluctance to engage cyber proxies must come to an end.
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Until senior leaders’ comfort level with cyberspace operations matches their comfort level
with tactical nuclear weapons, amphibious assaults, and carpet bombing, US military forces
will continue to operate with one hand tied behind their back. The US must increase efforts
at developing, enabling, and maintaining infrastructure and networks to take full advantage
of its Cyber Mission Teams and Cyber Operating Forces. Once this paradigm shifts and USSOCOM embraces the centrality of enabled infrastructure and networks, SOF will be much
better positioned to compete more effectively with adversaries in the cyberspace domain,
and, indeed, across domains. Until then, its technological edge in military cyberspace over
near-peer competitors will continue to erode.
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RT and the
Element of Disguise:
Russia’s Information Weapon
Tobias Redington

ABSTRACT

Western journalists have labelled RT, Russia’s state-controlled international television
network, as the Kremlin’s “lie machine,” “Putin’s weapon of mass deception,” or
even as an active participant in “Russia’s propaganda Blitzkrieg”.[1] However,
there is less scholarship on the network, particularly addressing the reasons for
its reported success at recruiting a global audience.[2] After a brief topography
of Russian foreign-language broadcasting, this article explores this gap in
three stages, first explaining why disguise is important to RT’s role as Russia’s
information weapon. During moments deemed critical, using the poisoning of Sergei and Yulia Skripal in 2018 as a case study, RT flooded the information space
with false or misleading narratives to disrupt Western broadcasting. Here, critical
moments denote instances of heightened tension between Russia and the West.
This is a subversive campaign that utilizes information within the framework of
Giles and Kelushov. During non-critical periods, RT imitates Western news outlets in content and cosmetics to build an image of authenticity and attract a trusting audience. This, in turn, amplifies RT’s subversive campaign during critical
moments. Interviews between RT editor-in-chief Margarita Simonyan and Russian
journalists support my analysis of RT as Russia’s information weapon and provide a historical perspective on the importance of disguise since the 2008 Georgian
War. Second, the article explores RT’s engagement to demonstrate that this tactic is
effective in attracting a faithful audience and, therefore, disrupting the narrative
space. Finally, the article discusses the possibility of Western countries removing
RT’s broadcasting licence, and analyzes disputes between the UK’s broadcasting
regulator, Ofcom, and RT.
© 2021 Tobias Redington
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ounded in 2005 as “Russia Today,” purportedly to provide “a Russian viewpoint on major
global events,” the state-funded broadcaster
has developed a global brand.[3] RT’s owner
is an ANO, “Autonomous Non-Commercial Organisation,” or non-profit, called TV-Novosti. A rebrand of
the organization took place in 2009, which formally
dropped ‘Russia’ from its name, though the organization is commonly known by its original name. Editor-in-chief Margarita Simonyan claimed that this rebrand took place “so as not to scare the audience” by
detaching the outlet from its Russian roots before going global and delivering content in English, Spanish,
French, German, and Arabic.[4],[5] Sputnik is another
state-funded media outlet with close links to RT, such
as sharing Simonyan as editor-in-chief and sharing a
common editorial stance. Hinting at organizational
confusion, RT hosts its weekly show called Sputnik.
Moreover, Sputnik itself is owned by Rossiya Segodnya, which translates to “Russia Today.” However, RT
remains Russia’s most well-known and wide-reaching
state-funded international broadcaster.
Critical Moments
In March 2018, RT, as well as Sputnik, attempted to
disrupt the Western discourse on the chemical attack
on Sergei and Yulia Skripal, who were poisoned with
Novichok nerve agent in Salisbury, UK. This disruption involved flooding the narrative space with false
or malign narratives to undermine trust in Western
news outlets and governments. Ramsay and Robertshaw generated evidence to this claim in their study
of the 735 RT and Sputnik publications in the month
immediately following the poisoning.[6] Their research
details 138 separate and contradictory narratives explaining the incident, including attacks on Western
motives, explanations of the origins of the nerve agent,
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and brazen conspiracy theories.[7] Such narratives include describing the investigation as a
”witch hunt” and the UK’s response as illegal; 20 narratives about Novichok, including that
it could originate from the UK, US, Ukraine, Iran, or a number of other European states; 16
narratives about the Skripals, explaining the poisoning by alleging links to organised crime,
to claims that Yulia Skripal brought the nerve agent into the UK and that the Skripals were
never poisoned; 7 conspiratorial narratives, including that the poisoning was conducted by
the UK or an intelligence agency of a third country in order to harm Russia.[8] These data confirm that RT conducts subversion campaigns, which Kuleshov defines as “spreading disinformation among the populations about the work of state bodies, undermining their authority,
and discrediting administrative structures.”[9]
The campaign’s sophistication is notable in its adaptation to Western developments on the
case. For example, following then Prime Minister Theresa May’s 12 March speech to the UK
Parliament which attributed the Novichok nerve agent to Russia, RT responded with a flood
of narratives contesting the origins and existence of Novichok and presenting the poisoning
as a Western political stunt. These narratives often were promoted by high-ranking Russian
government officials, such as Sergey Lavrov, Dmitry Peskov, and Maria Zakharova, which
generated extensive mainstream UK media coverage. Ramsay and Robertshaw describe this
as “the most successful means by which pro-Russian narratives were inserted into Western
news outlets.”[10] A key element of this success was the high quantity of publications, which
deluged the total narrative space, priming their leak into mainstream discourse.
Such narrative flooding exercises are typical of RT during critical moments. In 2014,
when Russia annexed Crimea, RT unleashed a similar campaign of disinformation, accusing Ukrainian demonstrators of Nazi sympathies and ignoring the Ukrainian government’s
point of view.[11] This caused such strain among the news anchors that Liz Wahl quit live on
air, refusing “to be part of a network funded by the Russian government that whitewashes
the actions of Putin.”[12]
Non-Critical Periods
During non-critical periods, news reports typically are more subdued and RT functions as a
normal news agency seemingly committed to reporting quotidian items that would arouse no
suspicions of a clandestine political agenda, which RT often takes to a point of surreal mundanity, assigning undue attention to trivial news items. For example, on August 6, 2019, the top RT
headline commented on outrage at British businessman Lord Alan Sugar’s mockery on Twitter
of Labour politician Jeremy Corbyn.[13] Shortly after, the RT headlines praised a 21-year-old’s
attempt to install a bionic eye for himself in Vladivostok.[14] These bizarre areas of focus for any
news outlet are more than bizarre for a channel whose mission is to “acquaint the international
audience with the Russian point of view” on “major issues of our time.”[15]
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However, Glenny further observes that “the annoying thing about RT is that some of the
reporting is very good and genuine.”[16] RT interviews host politicians from across the political spectrum, from George Galloway, who has his own show, to Nigel Farage. RT can provide
updates to basic political developments much like the BBC or CNN. In addition, RT looks like
any normal western news outlet. Pomerantsev has noted that the channel has “the thumping
music before the news flash, the earnest pretty newscasters, the jock-like sports broadcasters.”[17] One could interpret this as evidence that RT is simply just another news outlet.
Disguise
Yet RT’s Simonyan herself concedes that this image of normality masks the true design of
RT. In an interview in 2012 with the Russian daily Kommersant, she justified RT as a necessary taxpayer expense for “conducting the information war […] against the whole Western
world.”[18] Simonyan developed her vision of a nuanced impression of RT, which projects
normality during journalistic lulls interspersed between narrative floods, such as those identified following the Skripal poisoning: “it’s impossible to start making a weapon only when
the war already started!” Like a proud parent, Simonyan even declares that this information
serves as an adjunct to the Ministry of Defence. The element of disguise is crucial to this
model.
In 2013, Simonyan expanded on the importance of disguise in another interview with a
Russian online newspaper, lenta.ru.[19] After reaffirming her vision of RT as “a weapon like
any other,” to be “used in critical moments.” she insisted that RT does not aim “to start a
revolution in the USA,” which to her would be “laughable and crazy.” Rather, Simonyan said,
RT aims “to conquer an audience.” She continues, “[i]n a critical moment we’ll already have
grown our audience, which is used to come to us for the other side of the truth, and of course
we’ll make use of that.” Simonyan’s words reveal RT’s elaborate system of disguise, with the
channel fronting as a normal news channel in order to recruit a trusting audience that may
be exploited during ‘critical moments.’
Simonyan also explained why it was the 2008 Georgian War that brought home to Russia
the importance of disguise in her Kommersant interview, where she describes the lessons
of the conflict, which was seen by the Kremlin as a military victory but a propaganda defeat:
“There weren’t enough, and there aren’t enough, English-speaking talking heads. People
who understood how and why they should go on air with CNN, and how to behave in a studio
so they would not get their throats torn out by Western journalists. As a result, Russia looked
so pale compared to the Georgians, it broke my heart. […] It’s as if we suddenly realised
that there are nuclear weapons in the world and rushed to develop them. This was the main
mistake.” The interviewer then asks: “Have any lessons been learned? Is there an anti-crisis
mechanism? Is there any understanding that it is necessary to water, for example, the flower
called Russia Today, so that it will grow into a mighty tree, and could be used as an information cudgel at need?” Simonyan responds, “I think so. […] In 2008, it became absolutely
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clear to everyone why this is needed, why we need such a thing as an international television
channel representing the country.” Simonyan here identified the components of the disguise.
“English-speaking talking heads” blend in with their BBC or CNN counterparts, along with
individuals who know how to present genuine journalism during non-critical periods and
thereby avoid “getting their throats torn out.” Six years after the interview, following the
Skripal poisoning, the “mighty tree” of Russia’s information weapon stood tall.
Before the Georgian War, rather than undermining Western narratives, RT sought instead
to promote Russian ones.[20] Cooper says “when the channel was first created, it was presented as an effort to present news from a Russian perspective. The point now seems to be much
more about promoting conspiracy theories.”[21] For example, the narrative flood that took
place after the Skripal poisoning did not take place in the aftermath of the 2006 Litvinenko
poisoning. RT was eerily silent on this issue, receiving scathing criticism from the West for
their lack of comment on the incident.
In light of Simonyan’s comments, RT’s guise of normality becomes more obviously a mimic
of Western news outlets comprising various strata. The stock news items about fury at Lord
Sugar’s tedious tweets or outlandish tales about bionic eyes are imitations of stock news
items, creating a hyperreal depiction of journalism, in which the norm is more normal than
normal. The slick transitions and graphics seem over-the-top, closer to stage directions than
to genuine production cues. During critical moments, RT’s flooding of the narrative space
manufactures a blurring between fiction and reality for its conditioned audience. True to
Kuleshov’s theory on subversive campaigns, RT spreads “disinformation among the populations about the work of state bodies, undermining their authority, and discrediting administrative structures.”[22]
However, Simonyan’s statements about RT are markedly more reserved when talking to
Western journalists: typically, she reverts to claiming that it conveys “a Russian viewpoint
on major global events.” In her 2013 interview with Der Spiegel she claimed that RT seeks to
prove “that there are more stories out there than the 10-a-day that you usually encounter”
on CNN and the BBC.[23] Shortly after, she interrupted and evaded the reporter’s challenge
that “many are comparing [RT] to the Ministry of Defense.” In her 2016 interview with the
Financial Times, she similarly claimed “that mainstream western TV channels, especially
CNN and ABC, show the same thing” as RT.[24] With Western journalists, and hence Western
audiences, Simonyan avoids describing information weapons and deception campaigns. This
may cause her to believe that Western audiences will not hear of her near-gloating comments
in Russia about the efficacy of RT’s disguise with Western audiences.
Giles represents a popular school of thought that views Russian subversion campaigns
like this as “broadly recognisable as reinvigorated aspects of subversion campaigns from
the Cold War era and earlier.”[25] This article indicates that RT is part of a more sophisticated strategy than its Cold War predecessors, especially in its ability to adapt according
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to past failures. The station is an advancement from Pravda, the Soviet Communist party
newspaper, or Radio Moscow International, which produced easily identifiable propaganda.[26]
This strengthens Galeotti’s conclusion that “Russia is clearly seeing the kinetic and the
non-kinetic as ‘interchangeable and mutually supporting,’ moving away from the traditional
Western assumption that ‘subversion, deception, and the like’ are all ‘force multipliers’ to the
combat arms, not forces in their own right.”[27]
RT’s inability to host experts, however, betrays an otherwise persuasive disguise. The
channel claims that all guests are diligently vetted: “We care a lot about their credibility.
We often invite commentators with alternative views who are not welcome on mainstream
stations. Some are quite renowned, such as [Marxist philosopher] Slavoj Žižek.”[28] Some of
the most perplexing items feature 9/11 truthers, UFO sightings, and celebrities like Steven
Seagal and Pamela Anderson serving as experts. Anderson even appeared on RT to defend
Julian Assange against rape charges. In the wake of the 2017 Manchester bombing, RT invited for comment two obscure Western journalists and a serial apologist for Syrian President
Bashar Assad. All blamed the attack on Western foreign policy in the Middle East. This issue
looks set to worsen, as more legitimate experts and commentators vow to stay away from RT.
This illustrates that, upon scrutiny, RT’s image of authenticity is betrayed by its inability to
host legitimate experts.
Engagement
Aside from its flaws, an estimation of RT’s success in attracting an audience should dictate
an appropriate response from the West. Engagement is a quantifiable factor which, to some
degree, indicates success at gaining an audience, many of whom likely perceive the outlet as
credible. RT’s popularity on YouTube indicates its success at audience recruitment appears to
make up for the attention deficit on television. RT is the most engaged news network on YouTube, with more than 10 billion views across its channels and over 4 million subscribers. The
YouTube channel uploads segments from its television channels, amplifying them to the vast
audience. This is largely due to RT’s practice of purchasing the rights to sensational footage,
for instance, that of Japan’s 2011 tsunami, and repackaging them with its logo. Though this
indicates that its online success owes to dubious tactics, the success nonetheless strengthens
RT’s disguise.
RT news channels have also expanded at a rapid pace in the last 15 years. Al-Yaum (RT Arabic) was launched in 2007, while RT Actualidad (RT Spanish) followed suit in 2009. In 2011,
RTDOC was launched alongside RUPTLY, a video news agency started with subsidies from
Moscow to offer professionally produced videos at affordable prices to broadcasters. These
both provide even more material to attract a trusting audience during non-critical periods. RT
is now located in 16 countries with bureaus in 21 cities, including Washington, New York, London, Paris, Kiev, New Delhi, Cairo, and Baghdad. RT’s London office is remarkably luxurious,
looming large over Big Ben and the MI5 and MI6 headquarters. The more RT grows, disguised
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as a genuine news outlet, the greater the engagement, and the greater its success in recruiting
a trusting audience.
But even a modest trusting audience poses a risk of societal harm, given the toxicity of
RT publications during critical moments. In 2016, the “Pizzagate” conspiracy mired Hillary
Clinton’s election campaign. This groundless theory claimed that a paedophilia ring linked to
members of the Democratic Party had been discovered through Clinton campaign manager
John Podesta’s emails, published by WikiLeaks in 2016. The theory alleged the emails contained code words for paedophilia and human trafficking, naming Comet Ping Pong restaurant
as a meeting ground. Ben Swann, a former RT contributor who ran his own media outlet entertained the claims, alongside social media platforms and forums. After admitting the absence
of any mention of trafficking or paedophilia in the emails, Swann said “there are dozens of
what seem to be strangely worded emails about pizza and handkerchiefs. Self-described online
investigators say that those words in the emails about pizza, and the talk of handkerchiefs is
code language used by paedophiles.”[29]
The laughable case took a serious turn on December 4, 2016, when Edgar Maddison Welch
walked into Comet Ping Pong with a loaded AR-15 assault rifle and a loaded .38 calibre revolver. While inside the restaurant, which was crowded with customers, including children, Welch fired the rifle multiple times and threatened staff. District Court proceedings
concluded that Welch was “motivated, in part, by unfounded rumours concerning a child
sex-trafficking ring that was being perpetrated by high-profile individuals” at the restaurant.[30]
Whilst the vast majority of the public viewed the Pizzagate conspiracy as ludicrous, a single
believer can wreak havoc, so large audiences are not always necessary in order for an information weapon like RT to inflict serious damage upon society; disguise only needs to convince
one person.
The statistics, however, indicate that RT has attracted a sizable faithful audience, thus maximising its devastating potential as an information weapon during critical moments. As McFaul,
US ambassador to Russia under Obama, comments, “there is a demand in certain countries for
this alternative view, an appetite, and we arrogant Americans [or Westerners] shouldn’t just
think that no one cares.”[31] Especially when one considers the stormy forecast for the future of
journalism. The rise of DeepFake, a highly realistic manipulation of audio or video, is of great
concern because this technology is increasingly accessible and increasingly difficult to detect.[30]
RT has already demonstrated that it is quick to harness the latest technological advancements.
In 2016, RT pioneered the first 360-degree HD video from aboard the International Space Station, while RT360, a special app for delivering 360 content, won the Short Award for Best Photo
and Video App in 2017. An RT publication of a DeepFake video in which, for instance, Theresa
May revealed to a colleague a plan to poison Sergei Skripal in Salisbury is a sobering thought
for journalism and international relations. The image of a volatile adolescent RT is startling, the
prospect of the organization in its maturity is even more alarming.
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Response
The West must act robustly. In the UK, Ofcom fined RT £200,000 in 2019 for failing to comply with rules on impartiality.[33] This was largely based on the current affairs programmes
RT aired between March 17 and April 26, which failed to “preserve due impartiality,” mostly
in relation to the Skripal poisoning. That confrontation followed a series of Ofcom-RT disputes over violating the UK broadcasting code,[34] including sanctions in 2015 over a “series
of misleading and biased articles” about BBC coverage, and requiring RT to broadcast a
summary of Ofcom’s findings.[35]
These penalties appear ineffective. Ofcom has found more RT programmes guilty of partiality than those of any other broadcaster.[36] Yet RT has continued to subvert journalistic
integrity during critical moments in recent years, just as following the Skripal poisoning. On
20 July 2019, for instance, large protests in Moscow demanded that opposition candidates be
allowed to register for municipal elections in Moscow. RT grossly understated the crowd size
as 12,000,[37] which multiple Western media outlets, including BBC and Reuters, reported at
a minimum of 20,000.[38] The Digital Forensics Lab, a testament to the value of open-source
research tools, corroborated the crowd density and clear boundaries of the crowd with the
use of Google Maps satellite imagery and the MapChecking online tool to precisely measure
that the protest more likely at 22,000.[39]
Given these repeated offences, removing RT’s broadcasting licence both in the UK and
in all other affected countries is a possibility. In 2018, some in the UK House of Commons
urged the more drastic penalty of removing RT’s licence.[40] On March 13, 2018, Ofcom suggested it could review RT’s licence, “should the UK investigating authorities determine that
there was unlawful use of force by the Russian State against the UK” in Salisbury.[41] In July
2019, RT and Sputnik were banned from a media freedom conference in London for playing
an “active role in spreading disinformation.”[42] Thus even journalists—usually among the
strongest of champions of free speech—may be reaching the end of their patience.
The UK would not be the first European county to ban the broadcaster. In 2014, the business news-focused RBK-TV joined a growing list of Russian channels banned in Ukraine.[43]
The National Television and Radio Broadcasting Council of Ukraine said the move was made
“in the interest of information security,” and, specifically, because the channel violated the
European Convention on Transfrontier Television and current legislation in Ukraine. In 2015,
Moldova’s Coordination Council on Television and Radio (CCA) banned the Russian channel
Rossiya 24 permanently,[44] stating that the station, and several others like it, constantly
distorted facts and manipulated public opinion in stories covering annexation of Crimea. In
March 2019, Latvia’s National Electronic Media Council (NEPLP) imposed a three-month ban
on the retransmission of Russian language channel Rossiya RTR.
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Relations in recent years between the West and Russia have been more strained since the
end of the Cold War, and RT is among the issues of contention. The history described above
reveals why disguise is a key element of RT’s tactics of recruiting and then manipulating
a trusting audience during critical moments. This article attempts to more deeply analyze
RT than has occurred to date, with direct reference to RT content, as well as journalists’
interviews with Margarita Simonyan, which support the interpretation of RT as an information
weapon. This situates RT within a wider conversation of the anti-West subversive campaigns
of Putin’s Russia as espoused by Kuleshov. RT’s disregard for lesser punitive measures issued
by the UK would also strongly support the revocation of RT’s broadcasting licence by
Western nations, which not only would remove RT from television screens, but could lead
to the closure of RT’s overseas offices, thereby undermining RT’s ability to publish articles
and online content. Equally important, this would publicly unmask RT as the Russian information weapon. In the face of public criticism, this would undo the powerful element of
disguise, along with the negative effects of RT’s upon Western society. Simultaneously, countries taking this action would demonstrate solidarity and thereby strengthen international
ties around the democratic values of a free press.
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A

INTRODUCTION

s noted in the 2019 National Intelligence Strategy,[1] technology-driven transformation across social, political, and economic domains continues at warp speed.
Implications for militaries and their supporting Intelligence Community (IC)
have expanded both in scope and complexity. Joint operational planning and
evaluation occur in this disrupted and transitional environment, with very little predictable framework capable of guiding practitioners and strategists. This article addresses this
discrepancy. The authors introduced and argued for creating a Strategic Engagement Specialist (SES) role in a JFQ article titled Strategic Army (October 2019), which concludes that
strategic effect in the Information Environment (IE) cannot be achieved through discrete
IOs, but rather, with holistic ‘Strategic Engagement’ that reinforces trust.[2] In that vein,
here we introduce practical measures that should be incorporated into doctrine. The article addresses the following overarching questions: How can strategic intent more readily
translate into a cross-enterprise approach to the IE and, how can that translation be made
more discernible and actionable to enterprise-wide decision-makers? To this end, we describe the shortcomings of PMESII with IE shifts. Our proposed analytical framework and
toolset augment existing approaches to situational awareness in the Digital Anthropological Terrain (DAT). We explain how scaffolding the operational framework with the Strategic Engagement approach, geared toward building human relationships, is the missing
translation piece required to expedite successful IO integration within the Joint Military
Appreciation Process (JMAP), and reflect on the implications for doctrine of adding the
toolset and methodology we recommend.
© 2021 Dr. Zac Rogers, Dr. Emily Bienvenue
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Operational and strategic planners are familiar with
the political, military, economic, social, information, and
infrastructure (PMESII) taxonomy. For four decades,
analysis of PMESII taxonomies and their interplay have
been the predominant analytical framework for the repeatable and timely assessment of the changing strategic landscape and operating environment. Indicative
of the constant learning undertaken by the national
security, intelligence, and defense (NSID) community
during the Cold War, this framework seeks to capture
the complexity of state behavior, treating states less like
billiard balls and more like multi-faceted entities. It reflected the fact that the Cold War was a battle between
whole societies for influence on and among the global
order fought across multiple fronts. As Ducote notes in
a 2010 School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS)
monograph, the basic PMESII schematic has been updated to PMESII-PT with the addition of “physical environment” and “time” and has been accompanied by an
array of auxiliary and alternative frameworks favored
by various branches of the NSID community.[3]
Traditionally, each category of analysis was treated as
discrete, and each was assigned a branch of the NSID
community responsible for that line of effort. A wellknown wicked problem for organizations, this tended
to obscure complex interactions across categories and
almost blinded to emergent properties that arose from
these interactions.[4] As Ducote explains, “Founders of
PMESII sought knowledge to untangle the complicated aspects of a system. Then, they wanted to use their
findings in the targeting process. However, they did not
necessarily seek in-depth meaning and understanding
about the complexity of a system.”[5] As global complexity has markedly increased, particularly with the rise
of digital technology and the hyper-connectivity it has
enabled, the capacity for the NSID community to muddle through without suffering the serious risks of cognitive blind-spots is in question.[6] The strategic risk of
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making erroneous assumptions about the implications
of complexity, and making hasty actions before fully understanding those implications is well documented.[7]
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The growing awareness of adversarial Information
Warfare (IW), and the flow of information through physical and human networks has provided a lens on this
process. In practice, though, IW defaults to a means of
achieving operational dominance in the physical battlespace through superior Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR) with a precursor element of
Psychological Operations (PsyOps). C4ISR technological dominance, especially in Cyber and Electronic
Warfare (EW) operations, makes PsyOps, alongside the
access and control over telecommunications infrastructure and media outlets for Information Operations (IOs),
the standard means of producing informational effects
under the catch-all of IW. Yet, as later explained, at the
operational level these sporadic efforts fall short in the
society-centric cognitive war.[8]
Society-centric, population-centric, and socio-cognitive political warfare, whether interruptions between
outbreaks of kinetic Clausewitzian-organized violence
or something more enduring, begins to overload the
PMESII taxonomy and thus limits the practicality of
defaulting to C4ISR dominance when it comes to IW.
However enduring or episodic these shifts may be, a
gap has opened up. (See Figure 1.)
Real-world examples of this gap are readily forthcoming. In the past 18 months, the NSID community, including Australia, was preoccupied with the contested
balance of conventional military capabilities in the East
Asian maritime periphery. Policy discussion and media
commentary focused on expanding military and para-military maritime capabilities and island-building activities while academic research, and related issues were
framed as a threat to conventional sea lane security.[9]
Often characterized as “salami-slicing,” “little blue
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men”—the maritime equivalent of Russia’s “little green men” in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine—
inched their way forward in these waters, crisscrossed by strategically critical sea lanes, careful
to avoid triggering the threshold of armed conflict. Maritime diplomacy was often pronounced
as the solution to what was broadly understood as a geographically constrained traditional
geopolitical struggle over a strategically important thoroughfare. This threat has also been analyzed within various IW contexts,[10] such as psychological, media, and legal, with the intent to
sway public opinion and tip the scales in favor of adversarial narratives in various state-centric
Warfare
institutional
forums.[11]
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Figure 1. Socio-Cognitive Security©
Retrospective analysis of the IE reveals a more fundamental change in the strategic landscape. At stake in the Indo-Pacific for Australia--beyond access to and control over this strategic maritime space—the socio-cognitive contest[12] playing out among regional populations.
This contest is enabled by access to and control of a Digital Anthropological Terrain (DAT),
which is now increasingly pivotal to peace and stability, or “the geopolitics of information” as
one Australian analyst called it.[13] Similar dynamics characterize the Russian campaigns in
Crimea, Eastern Ukraine, and across the Middle East.[14] Moreover, nation-states do not monopolize these trends. Various non-state actors are also exploiting the cognitive blind spots
of Western NSID communities.[15] The offensive component of these society-centric cognitive
warfare strategies is designed to undermine the social fabric of open societies, and thus the
legitimacy of the rules-based governance of the commons –the foundation of US leadership
and power since World War II.[16] It is also becoming clear that the defensive component is
designed to sow enough confusion that it delays and disrupts a coherent, strategic response
to this multi-faceted challenge. In practice, however, offensive and defensive components
are unified via the fusion of effects facilitated by the participatory nature of digital space.[17]
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The net effect benefits state and non-state actors who see fostering societal chaos as a feature,
not a bug, of their strategic competition concept.[18]
As a recent study observed,[19] NSID communities seeking a battlefield knowledge edge
find themselves embedded in a chaotic contest to unravel the meaning associated with that
knowledge, and how it is formed and transmitted throughout society—something they are illequipped to do. Technology often fails to provide the answers that we seek.
Computers offer humans the promise of speed, efficiency, and precision in sorting and processing information, often at an unacknowledged cost. Providing these effects requires computers
to delete information. Yet as humans have become socialized into new forms of human-computer
interaction, we increasingly accept computational intervention as normal and warranted as it
ascends the Cognitive Hierarchy.[20] Consistent with this cognitive schematic (See Figure 1.1.),
we increasingly treat information as mere data, and knowledge as if were mere information. As
each threshold dissolves, speed erodes the contextual boundaries between human understanding and statistical inference, leaving two residual consequences: creeping intellectual debt,[21]
and paralyzing confusion.[22]

Understanding
JUDGMENT

Knowledge
COGNITION

Information
PROCESSING

Data

Figure 1.1. Cognitive Hierarchy
As the digital age has enveloped military affairs, and the deluge of data has driven the development of increasingly inscrutable sorting mechanisms known as deep-learning algorithms,
humans are set to offload more and more of the cognitive process. Militaries labor under these
conditions to pursue the conceptual development and practice of IO. In a 2002 SAMS monograph, Bryan Sparling highlighted a core question for the military in harnessing the digital
information age: Are IO an integration strategy or are IO a capability?[23] The debate over this
question remains unreconciled, with consequences that are accumulating. As Carl Builder noted in 1999, IO as an integration strategy implies a fundamental transformation of our military
enterprise—new digital tools would not only alter military roles and missions; they would alter
the primary purposeful activity of the modern military.[24]
IO as a capability implies an enterprise applying new tools to its existing roles and missions.
As the answer to this question sorts out, militaries are hedging. In some cases, as Sean Lawson
has observed, radical responses to the digital information age have been formulated and deployed on controversial intellectual foundations, with significant strategic consequences.[25]
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Pre-empting this discrepancy in 2002, Sparling challenged the US DoD to “identify and articulate a relevant and theoretically sound definition of information before it can develop practical
and effective doctrine for warfighting in the 21st century,” asserting that IO must transcend
the dichotomy of integration vs. capability.[26] Sparling’s “Sentient Information Theory” urged
DoD to interweave IO throughout the military enterprise and, crucially, to understand both the
internal and external effects of this weaving.[27] In other words, as the military incorporates IO
for effects in the world, IO will have effects on the military.
It is also safe to say the digital information age did not wait for such a definition to be socialized across the NSID. To date, while noted in the 2018 out-of-cycle Joint Concept for Operating
in the Information Environment (JCOIE),[28] nothing like Sparling’s recommendation has made
its way into doctrine. Some analysts are alternatively recommending the concept of ‘narrative
warfare’.[29]
But is narrative warfare the appropriate paradigm? Ductote as a response to the PMESII
problem urges “identity-based narration” in pursuit of holistic understanding of the OE. He too
grapples with the fact that narrative warfare occurs across whole societies which are far more
connected through horizontal networks, and thus, that all actions and activities taken by the
NSID community and the military services are infused with a narrative whether intended or
not. That is, the military may not be interested in narrative, but narrative is interested in the
military.
These networks traverse an infrastructure that incorporates government organizations
alongside commercial tech companies—media from the mobile device to the submarine cable. Dislocated from its traditional hierarchical position, the increasingly congested narrative
warfare hosts fluid and deforming socio-political power structures in which the nation-state’s
traditional control power is scattered amidst competing mechanisms and processes causing
constant perturbations.[30] For proponents of narrative warfare, the questions of narrative fratricide, blowback, and the unanticipated side effects of their interventions loom large. Should
open democratic societies manipulate the manipulators? Game the gamers? And how would
these measures impact the fabric of trust which is so vital to open society? As Kerbel puts it,
this calls for states to engage in narrative warfare be an example of “activity masquerading as
progress?”[31] And what other unintended consequences will come of such activity?
For NSID purposes, changes in the world require corresponding changes to the map and how
it is produced and disseminated. The PMESII framework must be augmented to capture the disruptive social and political effects of rapid technological change to arm decision-makers with
the timely, targeted information that reduces uncertainty. The digital age consists of an interactive medium that requires continuous up-to-date mapping and deconflicted operational planning that avoids informational fratricide[32] and otherwise achieves strategic alignment within
defense organizations. As stated in Military Strategy in the 21st Century: “These interactions are
not reducible to the physical confines of the land domain, which tend to focus on geography
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and terrain features. They represent a web of networks that define power and interests in a
connected world. The state that best understands local contexts in all dimensions and builds a
network around relationships harnessing local capacity is more likely to win the 21st-century
struggle for the flanks.”[33]
Practitioners agree. U.S. Army Cyber Brig. Gen. Richard Angle in July 2019 asserted the
following:
Army Cyber wants to enrich the concept of Multi-Domain Operations through the
development of, or enhancing of, information warfare or maneuver in the Information Environment concept, and the further development, integration, and sync
of information warfare capabilities across the full range of military operations in
competition and conflict. (We are) expanding the concept of persistent engagement in cyberspace to persistent engagement in the Information Environment.[34]
Lt. Gen. Stephen Fogarty spoke of “a recognition that 1s and 0s moving in cyberspace are
not necessarily turning things on or turning things off, but those 1s and 0s are moving information. And that information is changing behaviors and beliefs, and it more powerful than
turning things on and turning things off.”[35] If, after two decades of clarion calls, the NSID
community is now resolved to embrace what many have framed as an imperative fraught with
uncertainty, the NSID community must manage expectations of risk and opportunity and establish clear strategic goals in advance.
Situational Awareness in the Digital Anthropological Terrain (DAT)
Digital age situational awareness for planning, executing, and learning from military operations requires enhanced cartography. Systems and personnel at home or leaving domestic
shores enter an environment comprised of the five familiar domains of land, sea, air, space,
and cyberspace. Each of these domains has been carefully mapped using sophisticated ISR
platforms, systems, and analysis designed to provide a dominating edge at the command level.
Yet, as shown above, digital saturation and hyper-connectivity now link across these domains.
This creates complex cross-domain interdependence and emergent properties and introduces
non-linearity to the risk-uncertainty distinction thereby challenging prediction, preparedness,
and resilience. Operational surprise can occur as a hostile narrative, easily prosecuted by fleeting, deniable, inexpensive, and increasingly automated tools.[36] Campaign failure can emerge
from a growing range of sources, with the effect of reducing command and control to uncoordinated serial reactions to unexpected forces.
Incorporating the two “I’s” of the PMESII taxonomy—infuses the other four domains, thereby improving situational awareness of the machinations of power and influence. Computer scientists,
software engineers, network managers, and cybersecurity practitioners well understand the
concept of digital stack. This concept has been further developed by theorists and analysts
to better understand how technological, social, and political systems shift because of the digital information-networked age.[37] One chief architect of The Stack is Benjamin Bratton who
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captures this radically altered anthropological-technological global environment with a six-layered stack by describing it as a “semi-autonomous, accidental megastructure, governing but
not governed, distorting and deforming contemporary political geographies.”[38]
Many scholars before Bratton argued that digital technologies and human beings should be
viewed as an enmeshed matrix of complex dependencies and relations instead of understood
within the traditional instrumental human-technology schematic of “user” and “used.”[39] Latour implored us to recognize the need to understand the human-technological domain broadly
as an “anthropological matrix.”[40] Science and technology historian George Dyson wrote of the
emergence of “analogue computing,” where digital computation merges with analogue human
behaviors in unpredictable and radical ways.[41] This discourse, with specific reference to the
digital age and operational military affairs, leads us to assign a Digital Anthropological Terrain
(DAT).
We seek to re-establish a foothold for operators plagued by uncertainty and to connect operations to strategy. Our response falls somewhere between recommendations by Sparling and Ducote in their 2002 and 2010 SAMS monographs. We aim to respond conservatively, judiciously,
and defensively to the foregoing developments without advocating for the implementation of
measures that increase the risks of narrative fratricide, blowback, and lost trust. We utilize the
digital stack theme to develop an operationally-focused Combined Information Overlay (CIO) to
augment the strategic multi-layered analysis of the Digital Anthropological Terrain (See Figure
1.2.). As a framework to map distorted and deformed flows of information and power in any
digitally saturated environment, it can aid in augmenting PMESII. The digital stack layers are
sites of major consequence—pivotal gateways accommodate influential gatekeepers that control information flow across the digital stack. As a stepping-stone, these sites of cyber-enabled
influence are analogous to air-sea-land bubbles—A2/AD pockets whereby a superior conventional joint military force or coalition of forces could seek to exert temporal and spatial denial
or control of traffic transiting the relevant zone.[42]
The historical analogy with familiar air-sea-land domains and the will and capacity of states
to deny and control these commons only extends so far into cyberspace.[43] States face not only
a greater diversity of agents both resolved and capable of challenging denial and control of the
DAT and the structure of the digital commons, which lends itself to vastly greater exploitation.
Loudoun County,[44] Virginia which, according to its economic-development board, still routes
70-80 percent of global internet traffic,[45] acts as a digital age Strait of Hormuz in terms of control of the commons, but this analogy is superficial. Translating control into strategic gain is
more complex and protean when it comes to information. When crude oil hits the marketplace,
the forces of supply and demand assume control—US and allied national security apparatus
perform their primary strategic job once extraction, processing, and transit are secured.
In contrast, when digital information hits the marketplace, a wide and ever-shifting range of
agents and structures take over. Contrary to many popular accounts, data is not the new oil.[46]
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The supply chains associated with the hardware and software that constitute the digital medium are global, complex, unprotected, and vulnerable. Digital infrastructure from submarine
cable landing points to regional telecommunications hubs and local cellular networks is diverse and exploitable. The last 12 inches of the DAT—the human-computer interface—is a congested zone of manipulation employing insights from the cognitive and behavioral sciences
for a range of commercial and political ends, both legitimate and nefarious.[47] The implications of this caldron are only beginning to be understood in terms of impact on socio-political
stability,[48] human well-being,[49] and the democratic fabric.[50] Military effectiveness—which
ultimately draws all of its resources from society[51] and is continuously impacted by all societal
changes—is deeply implicated.[52] This means serious augmentation of PMESII for the digital
age is critical.

Figure 1.2. Digital Trust©
Disaggregating the DAT
The operation of five digital stack surfaces are both individually consequential, and are also
a component of the whole, making the analyst’s role pivotal. Adding the digital stack to PMESII
brings operational analysis and planning up to speed with the existing operationally important
(but still under-appreciated) phenomena; it also will enable foresight in the radically shifting
landscape of power and influence the NSID community needs to operate within. The first step
in producing a Combined Information Overlay needed for analysis in operational planning and
evaluation happens by populating the surfaces described below with information. Open-source
information relevant to these surfaces is abundant and should not be overlooked. Once populated, and depending on the nature of the corpus developed, various data tools can help identify sites of unexpected and highly useful information not captured by the PMESII approach.
These tools range from a simple web crawler to patterns of connection identified in digital trace
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data[53]—URLs, social media posts, and threads—to more sophisticated digital forensic tools that
work with unstructured data to produce statistical inference. The resulting CIO will augment
PMESII and assist the strategic analyst who ideally would be proximal across the decision-making structure. As explained below, the analyst populating the stack with information must be
mindful of the terrain.
Surface 1. Human-Computer Interface (HCI)
The last 12 inches is the most tactically pivotal and fast-moving surface of the DAT. Humans
interact with computers in many ways; the design interface between humans and computers is
crucial to facilitating this interaction and has been a growing industry since the mid-1990s.[54]
Desktop applications, internet browsers, every conceivable platform and application on
now-ubiquitous handheld mobile devices make use of the graphical user interfaces (GUI) of today. Voice user interfaces (VUI) are used for speech recognition and synthesizing systems, and
the emerging multi-modal interfaces allow humans to engage with embodied character agents
and virtual assistants in ways not possible with other interface paradigms. HCI has grown
insofar as quality of interaction, and in different branching of the purposes of interactions.
Instead of designing regular interfaces, the different research branches have focused on different aspects of concepts of multimodality, intelligent adaptive interfaces, and, active interfaces.
Each branch is fed continuously with insights and developments emerging from the cognitive
sciences over more than three decades.[55] Innovation is supercharged by dual-use commercial
incentives, which keeps political warfare practitioners far ahead of the government’s regulatory and legislative oversight. Command and control must be aware and prepared for adversaries
to manipulate, cognitively affecting personnel serving during operations and also on the home
front. Measures to protect information assurance between command and personnel—such as
repudiable digital record of authenticity using technologies such as blockchain—are readily
available.
Surface 2. Local Digital Cellular Network
This surface represents the highly critical last few hundred feet in adversary IO targeting
populations. Digital cellular networks are divided into a mosaic of small geographical areas,
or cells. Sound and image analog signals are digitized in the mobile device, converted by an
analogue-to-digital converter, and transmitted as a stream of bits. All wireless devices in a cell
communicate by radio waves with a local antenna array and low-power automated transceiver
(transmitter and receiver), over frequency channels assigned by the transceiver from a common pool of frequencies, which are reused in geographically separated cells. Local antennas
relate to the telephone network and the Internet by a high-bandwidth optical fiber or a wireless
backhaul. Like existing cellphones, when a user crosses from one cell to another, their mobile
device is automatically handed off to the antenna in the new cell. The corporate gatekeepers of
technology ownership and administration in these networks are critical, and the supply chain
of technological components that make the network function are critical to both offensive and
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defensive influence. Sound data analysis of API nodes at this surface improves the situational
awareness of attempts to manipulate or distort the IE.
Surface 3. Regional Telecommunications Network Backbone
This critical operational surface in terms of routing and switching is the backbone of the regional telecommunications network. It includes telephone lines, fiber optic cables, microwave
transmission links, cellular networks, communications satellites, and undersea telephone
cables, all interconnected by switching centers facilitating communication among most devices. Originally a network of fixed-line analogue telephone systems, in many countries the
backbone is now almost entirely digital at its core and includes mobile and other networks,
as well as fixed telephones. Again, ownership and administration of this surface is a critical
gateway for routing information to sections of the population targeted for influence. Developing
nation-states seeking to enter the digital age are particularly vulnerable to undetected hostile influence that invades the DAT. Commands here can incorporate knowledge of hardware
ownership and administration to enhance operational risk awareness and gauge the extent to
which regional IT infrastructure is trustworthy.
Surface 4. Internet Gateway
This slower moving, foundational surface is a network of private, public, academic, business, and government networks of local or global scope, linked by a broad array of electronic,
wireless, and optical networking technologies. The Internet carries a vast range of information
resources and services, such as the inter-linked hypertext documents and applications of the
World Wide Web, electronic mail, telephony, and file sharing. Where the nation-state connects
to the global Internet via a cable landing station and the cable itself, and in under-developed
and sparsely populated archipelagic regions in particular, local satellite infrastructure is obviously a critical gateway with huge operational implications for those who own and administer
these technologies.
Surface 5. Geospatial
Geospatial is the strategic surface with the greatest inertia. The increasing ability to capture
geographic data is creating an increasingly data-rich environment, including remotely sensed
imagery, environmental monitoring systems such as intelligent transportation systems, and
location-aware technologies such as mobile devices that report location in near real-time. A
geographic information system (GIS) provides platforms for managing these data, computing
spatial relationships such as distance, connectivity, and directional relationships between spatial units, and visualizing both the raw data and spatial analytic results within a cartographic
context. Also, basic DAT components are dispersed geospatially. The extraction, processing,
and transporting of rare earth minerals, and the manufacturing processes to which these minerals are critical inputs, such as the semi-conductor industries which dot the East Asian maritime periphery, represent the geospatially dispersed DAT. Security and control at this surface
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are strategic imperatives for the relevant operational command.
DAT Denial vs. DAT Control?
While the DAT cannot be wholly controlled by command, freedom of maneuver can be denied
to hostile narratives. Great improvement can be achieved here by the military. By way of analogy, sea denial and sea control are long- and well-understood naval concepts.[56] For navies, sea
denial is the denial of a certain maritime domain to an adversary, with or without access and
transit of such area for oneself, whereas sea control denotes the achievement of both. Generally, sea denial is much more readily achievable than sea control, particularly in the era of precision-strike parity.[57] Sea control may be grasped temporarily during major combat operations
but usually cedes to sea denial as forces demobilize and seafarers fall back on a constabulary
presence.
The denial versus control contrast deepens in cyberspace to the point of redundancy. DAT
control—the capacity to deny digital-anthropological medium usage while freely using the terrain unharried—is nearly impossible, even during major cyber operations. Advocates of engagement in narrative warfare must be able to account for indiscrete boundaries of their interventions, and the consequences of their interventions are multi-directional. Side effects and
accidents are unavoidable when intervening in complex anthropological systems—the sciences
offer nothing to eliminate this reality. This constraint, and an open society’s heavy reliance on
trust as a foundational societal imperative, means that narrative warfare that seeks to manipulate a given section of the population requires a rigorous cost-benefit analysis of long-term
strategic effects and a serious dose of prudence and realism.
DAT denial—the capacity to deny free use of the medium to an adversary while not being
free to use it unharried—is a much more plausible goal. DAT denial holistically is the force’s
foundation of operational cognitive security. Understanding how influence operates through
the DAT helps to identify opportunities to deny access to adversaries and gain a small window of advantage. It does not mean offensive cognitive operations always succeed. Information
fratricide, the well-established failure rate of covert interventions,[58] and the emerging ethical
constraints on increasingly transparent warfare[59] present high barriers to ambitions of DAT
control. A better approach is to use DAT denial to pursue resilient human relationships by cultivating and reinforcing trust. The authors echo Sparling in advocating for leveraging trust as a
heuristic for Strategic Engagement allows information to be wielded not as a narrative weapon
but rather to cultivate our preferred environmental condition. Yet the bluntest and generally
counterproductive example of DAT denial is an Internet blackout—and states often have opted
for this lose-lose option.[60] It serves, however, as a glimpse of near-future conflict. Augmenting
operational security with analogue civil-military human relationships long-term is a win-win.
When the lights go out, what else does the enterprise fall back on?
Integrating the DAT into JMAP for Strategic Engagement
JMAP acknowledges Phase Zero scoping and shaping must intersect the phases. The need for
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persistent engagement under the Accelerated Warfare concept is the most explicit official acknowledgment of this.[61] By augmenting PMESII with CIO for situational awareness in the DAT,
we provide a structured way to address complexity in the form of recurring updatable analysis
with immediate relevance to the decision-maker. As for the JMAP (See Figure 1.3), an in-practice disconnect remains in the ways the arrows connecting Joint Intelligence Preparation for
the OE impact on decision-making across the phases, how those decisions connect and align
with strategic intent, and how the feedback loops across the phases arm the decision-maker
with meaningful information about the operation. Lots of information gets exchanged, but the
decision-maker
is often
left asking “so what?” What is the plot binding each decision, what is
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Strategic Engagement is not realized until these arrows inform the decision-maker of key and
digestible information. This can be produced in the form of CIO for situational awareness in
the DAT, but the question “So what?” remains. This question is answered by referring to DAT
denial as the persistent operational objective and trust-building as the environmental condition[62]
in which strategic intent is pursued. DAT denial and trust connect operational and strategic
levels, with the aim of elucidating and facilitating an all-enterprise understanding, as urged
by Sparling.
Analysts who exchange OE intelligence with practitioners, and practitioners who cross-reference operational status can access a common understanding of the desired environmental
condition of information without requiring an identical flow of intelligence and without receiving identical orders simultaneously from command. Trust as a strategic resource underpins the
preferred environmental condition and DAT denial as the preferred operational state. These are
the connective tissues that need strengthening in the existing JMAP as it is currently practiced.
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Bolstering Professional Military Identity as a Strategic Resource
The role trust plays in today’s strategic landscape speaks to the importance of honor and
integrity in professional military identity and how the integrity of our service professionals
serves as a key ingredient in the fight to protect our democratic societies. Traditionally, our
military has been one of our most trusted institutions. in Western democratic societies, and
this remains true today. A 2018 Gallup study showed 74 percent of Americans polled trusted
the military “a great deal or quite a lot”— the highest of all institutions.[63] Military professionals
are at the coalface of international diplomacy in an era of radical transparency and contested
narrative, and so is the foundational backstop of strategic trust. Acknowledgment of such is
needed to precipitate greater investment in professional military education to capitalize on
values of honor and integrity—a natural strength of the military enterprise—as our best defense
against the malign information campaigns of our adversaries.
Professional military identity, a strategic resource, can also help bridge the gap between
the strategic integration of IO across the military enterprise and operational decision-making,
planning, and evaluation. Tactical technological advances and innovative organizational reform
can only get the enterprise so far. The last six inches—the “so what” question confronting the
operator amidst a deluge of information, knowledge, and narrative—remains vulnerable to the
stifling and paralyzing effects of uncertainty in the cognitive battlespace. Technological and organizational mitigations are necessary but insufficient in the cognitive war. Cognitive security
is a construction of the originator—a narrative pushed forward as much as one deduced from
the IE. Noting that technological and organizational fixes will never be sufficient even with improvement over time, the key to finding a foothold in the digital age and reclaiming information
for the warfighter are the values and identity of the originator with no other choice except to
operate in a protean and fluid IE. As noted above and argued for in Strategic Army, the military’s
status, particularly the Army as the societal trusted institution sine qua non, is the heuristic
around which IO integration at both the strategic and operational levels should be pursued.
CONCLUSION
This article addresses the following questions: How can strategic intent more readily translate into a cross-enterprise approach to the IE, and how can that translation be made more
discernible and actionable, enterprise-wide, to decision-makers? These are not simple tasks.
For more than two decades, scholars and practitioners have underscored the imperative for
the military enterprise to adapt to the digital age. The armed forces and their supporting NSID
communities have yet to reach the optimum stage where, as Sparling urges, terms and concepts
such as IO, IW, and IE are made redundant because the entire military enterprise understands
“information” as an environmental condition, in the way a seafarer understands seawater or an
infantryman the landscape’s topography. The CIO introduced here for situational awareness in
the DAT represents an overdue retracing of steps for the military with emphasis on operational
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security in cognitive war. It should by now be uncontroversial to recognize that the primary
contest in cognitive war, as members of the NSID community, is with ourselves.[64]
But the perennial strategic question is clear: What conditions should we be seeking to establish? And, operationally, how should those conditions lead towards the next decision? The fusing of approaches to information in operations and strategy in the digital age cannot succeed
without incorporating the way that the originators’ operations and strategy create a narrative
signature, and how audiences read and receive that signature. The hyper-connected digital
age means the audience is global, the signature is mutable and travels at light speed, and
control power in the DAT is an increasingly dangerous and self-defeating fantasy. Operators
need a foothold for operational security grounded in cognitive security throughout meaningful
activities. This means persistence and conservative expectations about how the DAT can be
managed.
Digital age realities mean the construction and maintenance of analogue human relationships, in which trust is established as a strategic resource rather than an auxiliary luxury, will
remain critical to operational success in the digital age. DAT denial that accompanies human
relationships is a capability—its significance to the strategic integration of information across
the enterprise is in its proximity to trust as the critical missing translation piece.
Trust in this context is akin to an environmental condition the originator seeks to attain and
sustain, not a signature it seeks to exploit. Trust is defendable precisely because it weaves in
and out of the human-machine terrain in indiscrete, culturally specific ways. Those seeking to
abuse trust and employ it offensively in cyberspace will encounter this constraint. We achieve
operational security in the cognitive domain by pushing trust forward not by retreating from
it in a race to the bottom with an adversary for whom trust is a non-starter. To this end, we
view DAT denial via constantly updated and disseminated CIO; using the framework outlined
here should be part of the enterprise-wide doctrine. The JMAP needs an overhaul, not mere
augmentation, aligning operations and strategy with an information-relevant environment,
thereby reclaiming information for the warfighter. Cultivating and sustaining trust in human
relationships strategically aligns the enterprise, and renders it accessible and understandable
for decisionmakers at every level. Trust is the core “plot” binding every narrative signature. IO
without trust will continue to oscillate between self-defeating and costly at the operational level
and will be dangerously corrosive at the strategic level.
DISCLAIMER
The views expressed below are the authors’, and do not represent the official view of the
Australian Defense Department.
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ABSTRACT

NATO’s ability to communicate and win in the next conflict is based on the idea
of Federated Mission Networking (FMN). The US initiative for the FMN is the Mission Partner Environment (MPE). This framework is built around the use of host
nation network infrastructure. Recently, adversarial nations have been investing and developing host nation network infrastructure for NATO allies and partners. China, through companies such as Huawei, is leading the development of
next-generation networking technologies. Russia has shown in recent conflicts that
it will target a nation’s network infrastructure to achieve its military goals. Russian
political strategy is to expand its control over the strategic industries of countries in
its sphere of influence. National network infrastructure will be considered strategic in
the next conflict. Adversarial access to a host nation’s network infrastructure threatens the MPE and NATO’s ability to operate as a unified alliance. NATO must develop
a strategy for a unified response by its member nations to protect their network infrastructures against unsecured network equipment of adversarial countries. NATO
should also invest in options to provide secure communications for future mission
partners which may have already sold control of their national network infrastructure to an adversary.

A

INTRODUCTION

t the 2014 Wales Summit, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) passed
the Connected Forces Initiative (CFI). This initiative set forth the goal of creating
an interoperable force capable of operating alongside mission partners in any
environment. The CFI implemented the idea of Federated Mission Networking
(FMN), which provides the ability for ally and partner forces to communicate, train, and
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operate together.[1] The U.S.-based initiative for the
FMN is called the Mission Partner Environment (MPE).
The MPE is a network that enables information sharing by NATO allies and mission partners and creates
unity of effort for mission forces down to the tactical
level. In essence, the MPE is how NATO will perform
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and
Intelligence (C4I) with its mission partners during future operations. A joint publication on Joint Communication Systems outlines how “the MPE is established
using mission partner communications network infrastructure.”[2] The MPE framework is therefore designed
around the use of host nation network infrastructure
for its success. However, in recent years adversarial
nations have been investing in network infrastructure
within NATO and partner countries.[3] Adversarial access to host nation network infrastructure poses several
cybersecurity risks that threaten the MPE. These risks
can degrade or deny NATO’s ability to perform C4I
during operations, which would severely impact the
ability of the alliance to accomplish its mission. NATO
and its partners must mitigate the cybersecurity risks
to the Mission Partner Environment by working with
host nations to reduce adversarial access to host nation
network infrastructure.
China: The Red Team Dragon
As far back as the 1980s, the government of China identified telecommunications infrastructure to
be strategically important and a source of technological strength.[4] Today, this strategic goal is still being
pursued by China as made evident by the rise of Chinese companies which are investing in network infrastructure around the world. In recent months, Chinese-backed companies such as ZTE and Huawei have
increased their efforts to expand in Europe, especially
in the emerging 5G technology field.[5] Pressure by Chinese companies to build network infrastructure in Europe has gained enough momentum that it now “seems
inevitable that [they] will build large portions of [the]
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5G infrastructure — including for some of the US’ closest allies.”[6] As a result, the future of
European network infrastructure is concerning given the influence of Chinese-based companies. This poses a risk to the MPE framework because the network infrastructure of European
countries, many of which are NATO allies and partners, will be influenced and tied to China,
which is a non-NATO nation.
While China is not a formally recognized adversary, the 2019 NATO Summit announced
that “China has security implications for all allies,”[7] insinuating an adversarial-style role. The
framework for MPE was designed with the use of host nation infrastructure in mind, but underneath is an inherent assumption that the host nation has control of the network. If a host
nation loses control of its network infrastructure, it will compromise its ability to operate within the MPE. If a nation-state actor, such as China, can leverage access or control over a nation’s
network infrastructure, it could divide or isolate a NATO ally or partner, reducing the effectiveness of the alliance. In the worst-case scenario, an adversary could deny a NATO ally or partner access to the MPE. This would prevent that nation from information-sharing abilities and
prevent it from being able to operate alongside mission partners as a unified force, ultimately
undermining interoperability.
Currently, there has been a mixed response from NATO countries to the use of Chinese network equipment in national infrastructure.[8] Across the alliance there are differing opinions
on how a nation should invest in and develop its network infrastructure. As a result, it remains
unclear how secure the future backbone of the MPE will be from a meddling nation-state actor
like China.
Russia: The Grey Hat Bear
Russia, a traditional adversary of NATO, has shown in recent conflicts that it is willing and
able to disrupt network infrastructure of its adversaries and will leverage cyberattacks to further its goals. In the 2008 conflict with Georgia, Russia exploited Georgian communications
by leveraging physical proximity to network infrastructure. This was because the national network infrastructure of Georgia ran through Russian territory, which allowed Russia access to
launch cyberattacks and effectively control the host nation network.[9] Furthermore, Russia
conducted military operations to cut fiber and disrupt other infrastructure across Georgia to
deny Georgia the ability to communicate and force the use of Russian-controlled network infrastructure.
These strategies were employed once again a few years later in the 2014 conflict with
Ukraine over the disputed territory of Crimea. During the Crimean conflict, Russian forces
showcased their cyber capabilities and conducted cyberattacks on the Ukrainian power grid,
demonstrating how powerful cyber effects can be.[10] These cyberattacks were not only aimed
at Ukraine but also against various European organizations including NATO. At the start of the
conflict, “various NATO websites were hit by denial-of-service attacks, and NATO servers were
infected by the same malware that infected Ukrainian institutions.”[11] These attacks could have
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been made as an effort to stop any NATO involvement during the conflict. During the Crimean
annexation, Russia demonstrated the strategic advantage of targeting host nation network infrastructure. In the midst of the conflict, Russian forces conducted a military raid on Ukrainian
network infrastructure during which they cut off Crimean communications and isolated them
from the outside world.[12] Had Ukraine been a NATO ally during the conflict, its ability to operate within the MPE may have been denied. As a result, a unified NATO response to the Russian
aggression would have been hindered as mission partners were isolated and unable to communicate. The effects of these cyberspace attacks grant Russia a clear strategic advantage during
a future conflict. Russia continues to achieve these same strategic advantages before the onset
of the next conflict through its ongoing political strategy across Europe.[13]
Russian strategy is to gain access or control of the national infrastructures in its sphere of influence, such as in the Baltics and the Balkans.[14] This access can enable Russia to compromise
a nation’s network infrastructure during a conflict, either through control of power generation
(e.g., disrupting the power grid) or through physical proximity to network equipment allowing
for exploitation. While Russia does not exercise the same economic influence that China does
with developing and exporting network technologies, Russia has used the same strategies as
China in recent years in its attempts to control host nation network infrastructure.
Based on reports by the US and allied cyber intelligence agencies, Russia has been discovered using hacking techniques to exploit network infrastructure devices across nations worldwide in attempts to seize key cyber terrain.[15] Once network devices are exploited, Russian
hackers can remain in hiding and wait for a strategic opportunity to launch cyberattacks. These
network device exploits conducted by Russian state-sponsored cyber actors achieve the same
ultimate goal as pursued by Chinese companies such as Huawei, etc., to access and control a
nation’s network infrastructure. Russia has shown in past conflicts that it will target network
infrastructure and, based on its current strategy, will continue to do so again in the future.
This threat is further amplified by closer relations between China and Russia. With the implementation of China’s New Silk Road initiative in 2015, network infrastructure has been
built directly between Russia and China to shield the two countries from US and Western intelligence agencies and further align the two nations.[16] With this in mind, it is not difficult to
imagine that, at the start of a conflict with NATO, an adversary such as Russia would be quick
to target and disrupt network infrastructure. In doing so, it would deny the ability of an invaded
nation to communicate and operate on the MPE, thus preventing a unified NATO response.
Threats to Cyberspace: The Fifth Domain
As the physical world evolves into the cyberspace domain, it is increasingly true that
“network equipment is now integral to the critical infrastructure of any country.”[17] From a
technological perspective, “the equipment vendors of these network infrastructures pose a
real threat to national security.”[18] If an adversary controls the network between two parties,
it allows for a variety of attacks such as the Man-In-The-Middle attack (MITM).[19] Moreover,
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while cryptography technologies may protect the confidentiality of communications, MITM
attacks can still allow for a variety of other malicious actions such as a denial-of-service
attack.[20] Additionally, the strength of cryptography is always being tested, in which new
methods such as “side channel attacks”[21] are emerging and prove to be extremely difficult to
defend against.[22] With control over network infrastructure, an adversary would have access
to critical information that could be leveraged for malicious means. With access to network
base stations, which are primarily being installed by Huawei, an adversary would “possess
a complete overview of where all mobile equipment is located, and thus, where all users are
located.”[23] This access could facilitate the leakage of sensitive information such as troop
movements, which would provide vital military intelligence to an adversary. In addition to
intelligence gathering, an adversary could “choose to turn off parts of the country’s infrastructure or modify the infrastructure so it only works for their armed forces.”[24] There are
endless possibilities that an adversary could pursue if it controls network infrastructure.
All these threats are underlined by the fact that it is “way beyond feasible”[25] to analyze
network equipment completely and verify it is secure. For a nation to trust the equipment in
their network infrastructure fully, “the producer must remain trustworthy throughout the
product's lifetime.”[26] This means that using third-party equipment will always pose a risk
to a nation’s network infrastructure. These cybersecurity risks threaten the MPE and stand
to undermine the interoperability of NATO.
Recommendations: An Interoperable NATO Response
The strategic importance of network infrastructure cannot be understated. Just as a nation
protects its critical military equipment, so too must a nation protect its network infrastructure. NATO must make clear to all members that threats posed to network infrastructure not
only impact the host nation itself but threaten the effectiveness of the alliance. NATO can use
its political influence with member nations to ensure a unified response to using third-party
network equipment such as that offered by Huawei. This can be accomplished through normal
diplomatic means or by expanding the CFI at a subsequent summit to address using third-party
equipment. At the very least, as NATO nations develop their mission networks, they need to
identify critical segments of their network infrastructure and ensure only trustworthy equipment is being installed. While this may be possible in NATO countries, there will still be challenges with other mission partners which may not even be identified until a mission is already
underway.[27] By the time a mission partner needs to operate within the MPE, its network infrastructure may already be controlled by an adversary. NATO must invest in flexible communications options that it can deploy to provide a secure networking backbone and enable the MPE
in situations where the network infrastructure of a host nation is compromised. These flexible
options could take the form of tactical mobile networking assets which are sourced from trustworthy producers and stockpiled before the next conflict.
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CONCLUSION
NATO’s Connected Forces Initiative outlines how it will use host nation network infrastructure to communicate and win in future conflicts with US allies and partners. Adversarial nations are vying for control and influence over strategic national network infrastructures. It is
these network infrastructures that will be the backbone for the Mission Partner Environment
and set the stage for future battlefields. NATO nations will have to align their political goals
for national development with their strategic goals of protecting network infrastructure to
ensure NATO remains an interoperable alliance. NATO can do this by enacting initiatives for
member nations to identify strategic network infrastructure and develop them only by using
trustworthy suppliers. For mission partners, NATO can stockpile secure network equipment
to be deployed for use in contested network environments. Adversaries have demonstrated that they have the ability to access our networks, possess the technical skills, and that
they lack the legal safeguards[28] to launch cyberattacks against NATO allies and partners.
NATO must continue to defend strategic cyberspace terrain to ensure its greatest strength is
preserved-interoperability. Through interoperability, members can act together coherently,
effectively, and efficiently as an alliance, ensuring NATO will continue to guarantee the
freedom and security of its members around the world.
DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this work are those of the author and do not reflect the official
policy or position of the United States Military Academy, the Department of the Army, or the
Department of Defense.
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China Arctic
Cyber Espionage
Emilio Iasiello

ABSTRACT

China is one of the most pervasive actors conducting global cyber espionage, activities that have resulted in two indictments by the U.S. Department of Justice. One
thing is clear – if a target or subject area is in China’s strategic interest, it is likely
that some level of cyber espionage is being levied against that target, as well as any
organization involved in that subject. While reporting by the many countries bordering the Arctic on Chinese cyber-espionage has been limited, given China’s high interest in the Arctic, and its espionage proclivities, China’s activity may well be either
undetected or under-reported.

C

China’s Arctic Aspirations – An Under-Reported Cyber Espionage Hot Spot?

hina has vociferously promoted itself as a legitimate “Arctic State"—it included
the region in its strategic planning for the 2011 Twelfth Five-Year Plan,[1] and
in a 2018 publication delineating its Arctic Policy.[2] China further demonstrated
its commitment via a series of economic opportunities to attain influence in this
area of rising strategic, economic, environmental, and maritime importance. Incorporating
the Arctic into its strategic documents underscores China’s elevation of this region to a
national-level priority. The Arctic falls squarely within China’s long-term global leadership
and economic power goals and presents an opportunity to enhance China’s presence in
less-emphasized areas of the world, particularly where neither the US nor Russia have
dedicated much time or attention. As it did in Africa, Beijing is resorting to its win-win
playbook,[3] enticing local states via economic engagement and financial investment in return for support for Chinese projects.
© 2021 Emilio Iasiello
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Economic engagement clearly seems to be a primary objective, particularly in the underdeveloped Arctic
region, which tracks China’s approach in Africa[4] and
Latin America,[5] with construction and infrastructure
projects tied to important trade agreements. The Arctic
provides China a polar component to its Belt and Road
Initiative, a “transcontinental, long-term policy and investment program” focused on developing infrastructure and economic integration for countries along the
historic Silk Road.[6] Access to natural resources and establishing a maritime trade route factor into China’s calculus. Indeed, Chinese investment has focused largely
on energy-related efforts under the Silk Road banner.
Per a 2008 U.S. Geological Survey, the Arctic retains an
estimated thirteen percent of the Earth’s undiscovered
natural gas, and as much as ninety billion barrels of oil.[7]
China’s appetite for natural resource consumption is
well known, and, according to a 2019 report, China
is increasing imports from resource-rich countries.[8]
Fisheries, mining, and shipping are other unexplored
areas of Chinese exploitation.
China’s Investment – China’s Influence
China has invested heavily in nearly every Arctic country in the form of joint projects that see both
partners receiving a benefit. In the case of at least two
countries on the Arctic Council, Chinese investments
represented a significant percentage of their annual
gross domestic product, according to one 2017 report.[9]
China is prospecting for minerals in Greenland, and
working with a Finnish company seeking to lay undersea Internet cables to connect Northern Europe and
Asia.[10] Beijing’s collaboration with Moscow includes a
joint project to build ice-capable tanker ships to help
extract from Arctic-based energy sources.[11] China and
Russia are also trying to establish a Northern Sea Route
that would reduce transportation time by 40 percent
compared to the Suez Canal.[12] The magnitude of investment differs among the Arctic countries, for some
the dependence on Chinese engagement is significant.

EMILIO IASIELLO

While economics is a driving force, China views the Arctic the key to its emergence as a global power. According to one think tank focusing on Arctic issues, the region offers China a place
where it can exert its influence via infrastructure projects, and by extension, feed its wealth
into the region.[13] This is a necessary step for Beijing, which made its first overture in the Arctic in 1999 with expeditions, which resulted in building a research facility on Svalbard Island
in 2004.[14] Nine years later, China officially joined the Arctic Council, an intergovernmental forum promoting cooperation and coordination among Arctic states with a focus on “sustainable
development and environmental protection in the Arctic.”[15] Consisting of eight primary states
(Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the US), China attained
permanent observer status in 2013. Observer nations lack voting rights and cannot challenge
the ownership of the five coastal Arctic states.[16] Barring charter amendments, Beijing’s role
is limited to discussion and recommendation only. Yet, engaging in multilateral approaches
has been a favored tactic of China (witness China’s preference in establishing cyber norms of
behavior[17]), particularly when it lacks the capability to dictate a course of action among international groups. Voting countries that rely on Chinese funding help Beijing get what it wants.
Why China’s Forays into the Arctic are a Concern
Unsurprisingly, while China’s playbook has been effective in the past, it is hardly subtle or
below the US radar screen and efforts to curb China’s global expansion. Beijing touts itself as
a “near-Arctic state” in its 2018 Arctic Policy,[18] signaling its intentions of being a regional
player. China sought a foothold in areas like Greenland, first trying to buy an old military base
in 2016,[19] followed by then withdrawing its bid to build two airport projects on the world’s
largest island.[20] Greenland has long been of strategic military importance for the US, and any
Chinese presence threatens US missile defense and space situational awareness capabilities.[21]
However, concerns about China’s attempts to expand its sphere of influence in the Arctic go
beyond the US. Another permanent observer nation, Japan, as well as Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden, have recognized the potential threat of China’s military presence in the Arctic.[22]
China is no stranger to such push-back and uses various diplomatic, economic, and cultural
tacks to reduce the global perceptions of its hegemonic aspirations. China’s national security
objectives obviously include preserving China as a regional and national power,[23] so ascertaining foreign governments’ positions on relevant issues is key. Cyber espionage has allowed China
to bolster its traditional human intelligence-collection platform, conducting multiple remote
operations against myriad global targets. Numerous cyber espionage campaigns relate to China with various attribution levels, suggesting that Chinese national state and nonstate actors
may be working to meet Beijing’s intelligence needs. Indeed, China’s global cyber-espionage
activities have been well documented, including official U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) indictments of Chinese civilian, military, and government actors.[24] These indictments implicate
these individuals for supporting operations that gained unauthorized access into and stealing
sensitive information from organizations in the following areas: automotive, aviation, banking,
communications technology, healthcare, and oil and gas, to name a few.
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Increasingly, as DOJ indictments of Chinese officials graphically reveal, the dynamic
nature of the geopolitical landscape requires timely, accurate, and actionable information.
Recent targeting of U.S. Presidential campaigns[25] is but one example of probing the
positions of the two presidential candidates on issues of Chinese concern. Chinese
cyberspies also often hack governments in Asia on region-related issues.[26] Also reported
is the fact that China’s trading partners are a victim of cyber theft by China.[27]
It is logical to presume that even where China has not yet acquired dominating
influence, it could well be engaged in cyber espionage activities to gain an advantage
ahead of any decisions.
Potential Targets for China’s Cyber Espionage
Given the importance China places on the Arctic region, they could well be targeting the
permanent membership, as well as other states with observer status. Several Council working groups set Arctic policy that could seriously affect China's long-term plans. Working
groups--such as Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment (focusing on Arctic shipping,
marine protected areas, and resource exploration), Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (focusing on documenting maritime pollution trends, sources and pathways of pollution, and climate change trends), and Sustainable Development (which works to protect
and enhance the environment, economy, social conditions and health of indigenous communities and Arctic inhabitants), all address issues largely ignored by China. China’s reputation as a notorious polluter[28] and a colonizer in Africa[29] could well align Arctic Council
members against China’s initiatives, which Beijing would do well to understand sooner rather than later, so cyber espionage against key country participants, their offices, and relevant
organizations would benefit China.
Cyber espionage goes on during peacetime, tension, or conflict, and its long reach in the lead
up to major events such as bilateral meetings, economic fora, and the congregation of international organizations. Knowing this, stakeholders should increase their security defenses and
seek to reduce the risk of data breaches. Socializing the tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTP) of Chinese cyber threat actors can also further bolster security postures. While TTPs
evolve, China’s cyber espionage campaigns often execute tried-and-true methods such as spear
phishing, watering hole attacks, and use of “zero-day” exploits.
Open-source reporting focused on cyber threats to the countries in the Arctic region
is quite limited. A 2015 report by a computer security vendor highlighted the targeting of
several Nordic country industries by suspected Chinese and Russian attackers,[30] China’s
denials notwithstanding.[31] Whether these operations were motivated by China’s Arctic interests is unclear, but the report does suggest that China's interest in the region and certain Arctic
Council monitored industries. Russia has long been the primary threat to Nordic countries,
but in 2019 the president of the Nordic Council, the formal cooperation among the Nordic
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countries, cited both Russia (militarily) and China (economically) as major threats to the
region.[32] It is no secret that China’s economic interests are likely catalysts for Beijing’s
suspected cyber espionage activities.
Russia’s perception of China in the Arctic is worth noting. An Arctic Council member, Russia has some joint projects underway with China, but this alliance likely is more economic in
nature, given Moscow’s likely concerns with China’s military presence in the region.[33] This
could put the two collaborators at odds, and invite Beijing’s cyber attention, despite a 2015
China-Russa agreement not to hack each other or use technology as a destabilizing medium
(among other provisions).[34] Given that governments inevitably operate so as to preserve all
vital national security objectives, the promises exchanged in this pact at best are of dubious
substance, to say nothing of enforceability. Cyber espionage will persist so long as such spying
does not damage information integrity or destroy system operations of targeted networks.
CONCLUSION
China’s vast and pervasive cyber espionage apparatus has a proven ability to conduct largescale operations. However, it has also executed more stealthy campaigns, using sophisticated
TTPs and front companies to obfuscate their identities.[35] Beijing’s publication of an Arctic policy underscores that the Arctic is of high national interest. As it seeks to implement the Polar
Silk Road and other natural resource endeavors as part of its economic plan, understanding
Nordic countries’ positions on issues that could adversely impact Chinese aspirations will be
important for Beijing. Knowing this beforehand will help China develop strategies to counter oppositionist viewpoints and political/economic tactics designed to persuade detractors to
change, or at least soften, their positions.
What is clear is that China’s “peaceful rise” has been tarnished via a series of Chinese missteps that range from its hand in authoritarian rule, its questionable track record on humanitarian issues, its rampant global intellectual property theft, to its suspicious attempt to be
an instrumental developer of global 5G network. Now, as the world grapples with COVID-19,
China’s reputation has further been sullied, as it has been accused of being less than forthcoming and transparent regarding the virus. China combats such bad press via a public-facing
propaganda and information campaign while leveraging cyber espionage in the background to
obtain the information it needs.
Tactics used in the past, especially in underdeveloped regions like Africa, may not work in
the Arctic. As such, China will have to develop a different approach that will require better understanding of regional leaders, what they want, and what they hope to accomplish. And that
may require getting inside their heads, the type of information that cyber espionage is adept
at collecting.
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ABSTRACT

The Department of Defense Information Network–Army (DODIN-A) is one of the
largest and most complex networks in the world, and commanders are struggling
to determine the effectiveness of their defensive posture as threat actors constantly
attack the unclassified and classified networks. To gain a shared understanding
of threats across its Defensive Cyber Operations–Internal Defensive Measures
(DCO-IDM) and the cybersecurity community, the Army must establish a catalog
of known and unknown threat techniques. This catalog would provide a list of
analyzed threat techniques and potential mitigation actions so that Army forces
spend less time reacting to the results of exploitations and more time defeating
malicious actors. The catalog would also provide the foundation to support
persistent penetration testing to provide a mechanism to find overlooked
weaknesses, and to train analysts with real-world vulnerabilities. With this
methodology in place, an Attack-Based Defense would establish an objective and
quantifiable way to assess the effectiveness of cyber forces, inform commanders
on how to employ cyber forces, provide business metrics for where cyber forces
can improve, and ensure a common incident response across the enterprise.

R

INTRODUCTION
ecently there have been several highly embarrassing and entirely preventable
penetrations into the Department of Defense Information Network (DODIN)
conducted by DoD personnel such as the Attack the Pentagon program and the
Ms. PacMan operations.
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Even though the tests were aimed at sections of the
DODIN that do not affect the Army, one inevitably deduces that the defense of the DODIN and, by extension,
the DODIN-A have room for significant improvement. A
nation-state actor takes fewer than twenty minutes on
average to start moving laterally after an initial compromise[1] and the time between vulnerability disclosure
and weaponization is nine days on average,[2] the Army
must take steps to improve network defense strategy
and operations.
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Army Regulation 10-87 tasks US Army Cyber Command with providing cyber support to combatant commanders and serving as the Cyber Security Service
Provider (CSSP) for the DODIN-A.[3] The full spectrum
of cyber operations includes cyber-attack, exploit, defense, and security. The CSSP requirements are to
identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover. Of these
mission sets, the cyber operations security and defense
with the CSSP pillars provide the broad guidance for
the Army to conduct defensive cyberspace operations.[4]
In the Army, the principal Defensive Cyberspace Operations–Internal Defensive Measures (DCO-IDM) lead is
the Cyber Protection Brigade with its service-assigned
teams, and the principal for DODIN operations is the
Network Enterprise and Technology Command (NETCOM). As noted in draft Army Field Manual 3-12, “Cyberspace defense actions conducted during DCO-IDM
overlap with cyberspace security actions performed
during DODIN operations.”[5] Therefore, effective defense of the DODIN-A requires a continuum of effort
between these principal units.
Unfortunately, the Army does not have the organizational structure and collective processes to knit these
separate units together. The defense community does
not have a common communications platform and utilizes a vast array of toolsets that have led to drastically different tactics, techniques, and procedures in
different units. This muddled and confusing strategy
frustrates efforts to develop a focused community and
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limits the ability of defensive forces to respond to threats in an accurate and timely manner.
Therefore, the Army must adopt a coordinated methodology supported by objective measures of performance (MOP), supported by key performance parameters (KPP), which assures commanders that the DODIN-A is properly defended against adversary activity and
provides commanders situational awareness to make timely and accurate decisions.
FOUNDATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
Asset Management
One underlying requirement for the Attack-Based Defense to work is that defensive personnel must have an accurate picture of the network they are defending – in other words, the
foundation is hardware and software asset management. This ensures network operators have
access to authorized devices and software and can detect unauthorized and unmanaged devices and software. Without understanding what is and is not on the network, defensive forces
spend more time trying to understand terrain than in mitigating incidents on the network.
Furthermore, having a standard asset management solution provides a box around expected
behavior which enables analysts to determine anomalous behavior more quickly.
Data Management Strategy
The other underlying requirement is that analysts must capture the appropriate logs from all
relevant data sources. Provided a minimum-security baseline (described below), network operators have a guide as to which data points are important, for how long data need to be stored,
and how quickly those data points need to be ingested. This drives a robust data management
strategy that incorporates the way an analyst formats and culls data, the development of the
data fabric to facilitate the transport of data, and backbone infrastructure to support this data
flow. Without protected and complete logging records, defensive forces are blind to the details
of an attack and follow-on actions taken by the adversary.
Threats
To develop an objective and quantifiable approach to defense, the Army must start with understanding known and unknown threat techniques. For example, when defending against
known threat techniques, cyber defenders should be able to tell the commander: how a
threat technique works, where the risks lie in defending against that technique, how best
to increase the security posture in response to that technique, how the Army will defend
against that technique, and the potential impact on mission execution. For unknown threat
techniques, defenders should be able to provide to the commander: potential avenues of approach for that technique and recommendations on how to increase the DODIN-A’s security
posture against that technique. For known threat techniques and potential unknown threat
techniques, defenders need to be able to evaluate their effectiveness to monitor, detect, and
respond to these threat techniques.
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In defending the network, one cannot assume that 95 percent patching is good enough as a
cyber adversary needs only to find one weak link to bypass the cybersecurity wall, take advantage of unmitigated vulnerabilities, and easily pivot from the initial entry point into the heart
of the network. Therefore, a threat to any portion of the network is a threat to any other part of
the network. We must analyze every threat technique from x1 to xn.
To understand the x1 known threat technique (in the Attack-Based Defense Model, this is the
base phase), an analyst must answer the following questions:

mOf what vulnerability is the x threat technique taking advantage?
mWhat characteristics and attributes identify x ?
mWhat is the behavior of x ?
mWhat data can an analyst collect to detect the indicators and behavior of x ?
mWhat does an analyst do when presented with a correlated event indicating
1

1

1

1

a compromise?

mWhat is the triage priority of this event?
mWho else needs to know this information?
Further, an analyst must also consider all other known threat techniques and consider if
there is overlap with x1. For example, consider x2 known threat technique:

mIs it possible that the vulnerability, indicators, and/or behavior overlap with x ?
mIf so, does an analyst need to collect the data once or twice?
mIs there correlating information between x and x ?
1

1

2

The answers to these questions inform defensive forces how to detect, understand, and monitor threat techniques. An analyst will consolidate this threat technique dictionary into a single
document to which all defensive forces have access for shared understanding. This document,
known as the Minimum-Security Baseline (MSB), provides a catalog from which threat techniques are monitored, analyzed, and mitigated.
However, having an MSB does not guarantee that analysts will respond correctly once an
analyst detects a threat technique. Persistent penetration testing (PPT) provides a way to regularly assess the completeness of the MSB and the ability of defensive forces to respond in an
accurate and timely fashion to known and unknown threat techniques. PPT enables a continuous feedback loop in which red teams assess defensive forces against the MSB and identify
areas for improvement, providing a mechanism to fold those recommendations back into the
MSB that red teams validate in another assessment. This methodology supports a running
estimate of known threat techniques against which defensive forces can and cannot defend;
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indicates where to reinforce the network’s defensive posture; allows red teams to test response
time and actions of analysts; provides validated analytics, questions, rules, and signatures for
detection; provides a playbook for response actions; and offers a continuous feedback loop that
fuses DODIN operations, DCO-IDM, and threat intelligence.
When considering yn unknown threat techniques, DCO-IDM forces are at a significant disadvantage. These types of threats include insider threat events, social engineering, and zero-day
threats derived from intelligence sources. Although they are initially at a disadvantage, this
method creates the ability to quickly push a yn threat technique from being unknown into an xn
known threat technique through a deliberate and sustainable process. Additionally, it outlines
a framework that enables DCO-IDM forces to hunt for adversaries on the network while providing a mechanism to ensure an analyst incorporates the selectors into the MSB.
ATTACK-BASED DEFENSE
This approach to threat techniques provides the structural foundation of the Attack-Based
Defense method. It contrasts with the current way the Army approaches cyber defense, which
is more akin to bumping into things to determine that something is amiss. To implement this
Attack-Based Defense method, the Army should utilize the following three-tiered process:
Base Tier
The base tier is the threat assessment phase, and the main objective of this phase is to identify and characterize threats and package this information into the MSB. This phase underpins
the Attack-Based Defense and requires technically and tactically sound analysts grouped into
a DevOps Support Cell (DSC). The DSC’s job is to translate the offensive cyber mindset to the
Army’s defensive posture. DSC analysts must possess skills that include scripting, security
information and event management systems, offensive cyber operations, endpoint detection
and response, and operating system logging. Due to the challenging variety of skill sets required, the cost to employ these individuals, and the need to develop an enterprise MSB, the
DSC should reside at the highest organizational level possible. Additionally, leadership should
insulate the DSC from day-to-day operations to ensure the team develops and disseminates
high-quality content to DCO-IDM forces.
A key tool in the base phase is a testing environment. To create an MSB efficiently and effectively, the DSC will need to analyze threat techniques and run malicious code against an
emulated Army network. The lab will provide analysts an environment that will not break
the production environment and a sandboxed location in which to train against known threat
techniques. Beyond traditional defensive operations, this lab will also provide numerous
advantages to the Army, such as a collaborative environment that fosters progress and innovation of TTPs through research and development, a shared environment for new applications
testing and evaluating new Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) software on an open network
that does not associate the process with the Army for operational security, an environment
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that simulates actual base or enclave-level architecture unconstrained by DODIN-A security
policy, and an avenue for Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADA) which
will improve ties with vendors for newest versions of software and faster technical support.
In general, leadership should consider the lab as an internal resource in which all interested
users can come to test new content, whether hardware or software, before recommending its
installation or purchase.
The output of the base phase is an MSB that includes a catalog outlining what a threat technique does, the indicators and behaviors associated with that threat technique, a triage priority
assignment, and the defensive techniques that should be employed against that technique. The
MSB is tool and network agnostic so that an analyst can apply it to any network and provides
the foundation for the Attack-Based Defense.
2nd Tier
The second tier applies the MSB to the tools used by defense analysts. This requires a
dedicated red team and a defense analyst cell to deploy real-world threat techniques and to
determine the effectiveness of the response with the tools available. During this phase, the
MSB integration team develops the KPPs and MOPs that drive the defense response against
a known threat technique. Sample KPPs are the time to detection, time to response, and the
ability to assess xn threat technique as xn correctly. During the creation of the KPPs and
MOPs, analysts should attempt multiple threat techniques simultaneously so that the aggregate DCO-IDM responses are in line with the individual KPPs and MOPs. If the response is
sufficient, an analyst will pass that portion of the MSB, its tool-specific implementation, and
the KPPs and MOPs to the third tier. If the response for x threat technique is insufficient, an
analyst sends the threat technique response playbook back to the DSC for further analysis
and refinement.
3rd Tier
The third tier takes the output of the second tier to create a shared understanding for the
cyber defense community, enabling analysts to understand what an event means and how to
respond by referencing the MSB. Essentially, this tier provides defensive forces a clear understanding of what the threat technique is and how to mitigate it (from the MSB), its expected
response time (from the KPPs), and an objective way to measure performance. Further, it provides a foundation for red teams to conduct persistent penetration testing which easily and
clearly provides the commander with a way to measure the effectiveness of his or her defensive
forces and proactively find unknown threat techniques.
IMPROVING ON EFFECTIVENESS
Considering how well the defense community performs is difficult because there is not a
standard set of tasks with adequate measures of effectiveness to conduct an assessment. Additionally, the defense community currently lacks a standard way to communicate about threat
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technique response and how to convey to leadership the risk associated with an incident.
Though there are several efforts throughout DoD to standardize policy and broad tasks,[6]
the Army has not adopted these efforts in a comprehensive strategy. Without such a framework, leaders cannot determine if the Army is effectively spending its limited resources for
cyber defense.
Further, the lack of measures of effectiveness exacerbates the shortcomings of current
effectiveness assessments, which amount to proving a negative. When the network is running
without incident or, more likely, incidents are contained below the need for leadership involvement, leaders are easily lulled into complacency. However, when an incident does occur, leaders
face a significant impact on operations during response actions. This whiplash between
background noise and significant impact provides a false image of the work being accomplished
behind the scenes. To overcome this, analysts need to show leadership dashboards with
relevant and clear information that strikes a balance between hiding complexity and highlighting critical information that leads commanders to take both proactive and reactive actions.
Such dashboards are incredibly difficult to make without having clearly defined the tasks for
cyber defense and a standard way of referring to threat techniques which I advocate through
the MSB. Without it, the Army will continue to struggle to communicate effectiveness to leaders both proactively and reactively. Therefore, though the creation of the MSB requires significant investment and commitment, it is a necessary first step in unifying the community’s
efforts and being able to show concrete metrics that leaders use to understand how effective
defensive forces are utilizing the holistic Attack-Based Defense approach.
OBJECTIVES OF AN ATTACK-BASED DEFENSE
The Attack-Based Defense provides a methodical approach to cyber defense. Without such
an approach, the Army will continue to have an unorganized and haphazard approach to adversaries in the DODIN-A. The main objective of Attack-Based Defense is to provide a way to
measure the effectiveness of defensive forces against known threat techniques through an
MSB and a process to turn unknown threat techniques into known threat techniques quickly.
The MSB provides the foundation for PPT, which emulates the threat technique and enables
the feedback loop where unknown threat techniques turn into known techniques. Finally, an
Attack-Based Defense provides an objective and quantifiable way to assess the effectiveness of
defensive forces, inform commanders how to employ defensive forces, provide data on where
the Army’s defensive forces can improve their effectiveness, and ensure a common MSB across
the enterprise.
DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this work are those of the author and do not reflect the official
policy or position of the United States Military Academy, the Department of the Army, or the
Department of Defense.
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NOTES
1. “First-Ever Adversary Ranking in 2019 Global Threat Report Highlights the Importance of Speed,” Crowdstrike, accessed
April 16, 2020, https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/first-ever-adversary-ranking-in-2019-global-threat-report-highlights-the-importance-of-speed.
2. “Think Fast: Time Between Disclosure, Patch Release and Vulnerability Exploitation — Intelligence for Vulnerability
Management, Part Two,” FireEye, accessed April 16, 2020, https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2020/04/
time-between-disclosure-patch-release-and-vulnerability-exploitation.html.
3. U.S. Department of the Army, 2017, Army Commands, Army Service Component Commands, and Direct Reporting Units: Army
regulation 10-87, paragraph 14-2.b.(2). “ARCYBER - Plans, executes, directs, and synchronizes assigned and authorized
Joint and Service DODIN operations and defensive CO across the Army’s portions of the DODIN and, when directed, on
other DODIN and non-DODIN networks;” paragraph 14-2.b.(8) “Serves as the Army’s principal Cybersecurity Service
Provider (formerly Computer Network Defense-Service Provider).”
4. U.S. Department of the Army, 2020, draft, Cyberspace Operations and Electronic Warfare: Field Manual 3-12, paragraph 2-5.
“Cyberspace actions used to defend blue cyberspace are actions employed through cybersecurity and defensive cyberspace
operations-internal defensive measures (DCO-IDM).”
5. Ibid., paragraphs 2-17.
6. Examples of methodologies are the Department of Defense Cybersecurity Services Evaluators Scoring Metric, and the United States Cyber Command Risk Assessment Methodology.
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Machines: The Military
Robotics Revolution
By Paul J. Springer
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Cadet Dylan Taylor
Major Mark Lesak

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

P

rofessor Paul J. Springer’s book Outsourcing War to Machines: The Military
Robotics Revolution “seeks to provide context to the rise and deployment of
military robotics. It raises issues with the legality and morality of using these
advanced systems and critiques the ways in which they have been used in recent conflicts” (3). This includes, but is not limited to: discussion regarding some of the
very first machines deserving the title of “robot,” case studies on robotic applications
in the last few decades, speculation surrounding the role of military robotics in the future, and analysis of moral and ethical arguments concerning the use of lethal force by
an autonomous system. In all, Springer leaves absolutely nothing out within these pages
and provides an extremely thorough overview on the entire history of military robotics.
One minor issue with Springer’s book, however, is that the details and information
are a little overbearing at times. As a reader interested in the robotics, I do not need
several pages dedicated to crossbows and gunpowder, for example. They certainly
supported the argument at hand but mentions such as those could very easily
be shortened without any loss of understanding. Regardless, Springer’s superb
historical insight provides an excellent foundation for higher-level discussion.
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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REVIEW
Springer begins his discussion by defining key terms
such as “robot,” “drone,” “autonomy,” “artificial intelligence,” etc., to reduce the likelihood of misconceptions
or misinterpretations which is very help helpful, especially for readers who may not be familiar with such
terms. The remainder of the first chapter involves a concise background of the war on terror—by far the most
relevant conflict to military robotics. In all, the introduction is set up very nicely and effectively prepares
the reader for the rest of the book.

CDT Dylan Taylor is an Electrical Engineering
major at the United States Military Academy.
He graduated from Perkiomen Valley High
School in 2018. CDT Taylor is a student member
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), vice president of West Point’s
Eta Kappa Nu Honors Society (HKN), and
player on West Point’s esports team. Upon
graduation, CDT Taylor hopes to commission
into the Army Cyber branch as an Electronic
Warfare Officer. Before reporting to his first
duty assignment, however, he would like to
earn his MS degree in Electrical Engineering
at MIT through either a Lincoln Labs or Draper
Labs fellowship.
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In the following chapter, Springer introduces the concept of revolutions in military affairs (RMAs) which refer to any “fundamental transformation in the means
or methods of conducting warfare” (24). For example,
innovations such as the phalanx, gunpowder, and the
atomic bomb all completely changed the battlefield in
their own respective eras. Springer then argues that
robots are quickly becoming the next great RMA and
that those who fail to embrace it will fall short of those
that do, brilliantly citing several historical examples to
support his argument.
This second chapter is a perfect example of Springer
exercising his incredible wealth of knowledge, while
losing focus on the application of military robotics: the
chapter itself is very well written with copious amount
of information, but spends a little too much time on examples that date back to ancient Greek warfare. While
this approach may be interesting to some readers, it
may be distracting to those who are solely interested in
learning about modern robotics.

DYLAN TAYLOR : MARK LESAK

MAJ Mark Lesak is a Research Scientist for the
Army Cyber Institute (ACI) at West Point. He is
a 2009 graduate of the United States Military
Academy where he majored in Mechanical Engineering and earned a MS degree from Colorado School of Mines in 2019 where he focused
his research on robotics. Prior to conducting
research as part of the Emerging Technologies
team at ACI, he deployed to Iraq as the Fusion
Intelligence OIC and later transferred to the
Cyber branch where he led a Combat Support
Team and took company command.

Structured in a very similar manner, Chapter Three
provides an abundant amount of information dedicated to Ancient Egypt, Leonardo da Vinci, Nikola Tesla,
and the Wright brothers. Albeit excellent historical
summarization, the examples are once again a little
excessive and not necessarily aligned with the purpose of the book as laid out in the introduction. The
rest of the book, however, is very applicable to military robotics and covers topics ranging from morality
and ethics to autonomous weapon systems employed
today. Of particular note, Chapters Five and Seven discuss legal loopholes and malicious viruses, respectively, which were very informative and entertaining to
read. Springer does warn that, as long as robotics are
unregulated, certain individuals will hold an incredible amount of power. For example, the President of
the United States can order the CIA to conduct drone
strikes in the Middle East because the CIA is not bound
by the Uniform Code of Military Justice nor do drones
fall under the War Powers Resolution. In other words,
technology appears to be advancing at a pace faster
than the regulations surrounding it. This is just one of
the many subtopics Springer covers in the book.
Stylistically, the author follows a very consistent
organizational structure throughout Outsourcing War
to Machines. This involves splitting chapters up into
many subsections each with their own argument or
topic sentence which he states directly. Then, the rest
of each subsection contains a tremendous number of
examples that ensures the reader understands the key
point the author is claiming or the context of the situation. Finally, he restates the argument or topic sentence
and moves on to the next subsection. At the end of each
chapter, Springer ties everything back to the current
state of military robotics. In all, the structure is very
easy to follow and helps the reader digest the material.
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CONCLUSION
Outsourcing War to Machines effectively summarizes the context and rise of military robotics
all the way from ancient civilization to modern warfare. Even someone well-versed in this subject area can learn a lot from Springer’s work. There is no doubt he conducted a lot of research
to provide the most accurate information possible. The historical examples may be a redundant
or excessive to some readers, but the book is very well organized and provides readers an excellent background to this latest revolution in military affairs.
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